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bott't MissThese
* EXCITING*
Upcoming
Events!
*********

June 14-15; Calloway Co.
Fair Horse Shows
June 14-15: Mary, Mary at
the Playhouse in the Park
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"Since 1879"

MURRAY, KY 42071

Police toss dragnet for stickers
Sales are
up this year

June 14.15; Murray Heat
Baseball
June lis; Calloway Co. Fair
Beauty Pageant
Juneis
: Miss Kentucky
Beauty Pageant
June 1742; Calloway Co. Fair
June 21-22; Mary, Mary at
the Playhouse in the Park
June 22: WKYQ/Kiwanis Car
Show
Juruk 2g.30; Mary, Mary at
the Playhouse in the Park
Jun.29: Beauty Pageant

* July 4-7*
Freedom Fest '96
Watch this spot tor up-todate Freedom Fest /few
This calendar Is provided
by the Murray Tourism
Commission.
Stop by the Murray Tourism
Commission office at SOS N.
12th St. for your FREE copy of
the 1996 Visitor's Guide tor upto-date calendar of events information.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray City Clerk Jo Crass
said Wednesday sales of city

stickers are up from last year. So
much so that the city is only
$2,200 away from its budgeted
total for this year's sales.
"The sales are going great,"
she said. "We are way ahead of
where we were last year at this
time."
According to Crass, as of May
31 last year, the city had sold
$358,092 in stickers. As of May
31 of this year, that total was up
to $375,694.
The Murray Police Department
began setting up road blocks and
issuing citations Tuesday to
motorists who did not have their
stickers on their cars for whatever reason.
MPD officers issued 188 citations Tuesday at road blocks
around the city.

• See Page 2
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STICKY SITUATION: Members of the Murray Police Department check

Olive streets. Officials issued 186 citations to Murray residents.

Farmers frustrated
with rain showers

LOCAL

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

Fiscal Court
agenda full

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky farmers looking skyward recently have found little
relief as they wait for sunshine to
dry rain-soaked fields so they can
finish spring planting that will
stretch into summer.
The latest round of showers set
back corn, tobacco and soybean
planting and prompted some farmers to change plans.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will consider a full agenda Thursday with topics ranging from the 1996-97 budget to
the establishment of a county
travel policy.
The magistrates will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center Auditorium.
The agenda includes a public hearing on the proposed
budget, opening of equipment
bids, discussion of an administrative code and discussion of
a random alcohol and drug
testing policy.
The court will also consider
the approval of a resolution on
the judicial complex. The merger of the Harris Grove-Hazel
Fire District and the Kirksey
Fire District will also be
discussed.
The Humane Society contract is also set on the agenda.

Lone Oak may
set dress code
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Parents of children at Lone
Oak Middle School said they
are not opposed to having students there wear uniforms, but
they want to know if an existing
dress code could be better
enforced before making a
change.
About 200 parents sat in on
a meeting of a subcommittee of
the school's site-based decision making council Monday
night. The subcommittee is
considering requiring uniforms.
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vehicles for current city stickers at the intersection of 10th and

"There was a line of people
returning their corn seed at the
farm stores," Wayne Mattingly,
Davicss County extension agent
for agriculture, said Tuesday.
"That's an indication they waited
as long as they could."
Some farmers in the western
Kentucky county will opt instead

"Most people
have said they have
never seen a spring
like this."
Bill Peterson
Mason County extension agent

for soybeans, which arc better
suited for late planting, he said.
About 80 percent of the county's corn and tobacco crops have
been planted, but only a third of
soybeans are in the ground, Mattingly said.
Farmers in a northern Kentucky county are lagging further
behind.

employees Howard Yarber and Valonza Hayes put sealant on a
trench running the width of Chestnut Street east Of the city cemetery
Tuesday afternoon. The street was temporarily closed between
Fourth Street and the Cemetery to allow for asphalt filling by road
CMS&

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
panel of federal judges blocked
enforcement of a new law barring
"indecent" material on the Internet, saying the worldwide computer network is protected by the
First Amendment guarantee of
free speech.
In trying to make sense of the
free-for-all world of the Internet,
a unique three-judge panel
granted a preliminary injunction
against the Communications
Decency Act while two lawsuits
wind through the court system.
The decision, the first major
judicial ruling on the Internet,
was anxiously awaited by the
government and the 57 groups
challenging the act. The government has promised to appeal, taking the case directly to the U.S.
Supreme Court for review.
"Just as the strength of the
Internet is chaos, so the strength
of our liberty depends upon the
chaos and cacophony of the
unfettered speech the First
Amendment protects," the judges

GOP picks Lott
as Senate leader
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Republicans today chose

servative politically.
In choosing their first new
Republican leader since 1985, the
senators said they were looking
for a pragmatikt who could get
work done. They said they
believed Lott could do the job
even though some say he's less
compromising than Dole was.

Mississipian Trent Lott as majority leader to succeed the justretired Bob Dole, Senate aides
said, opting for a more aggressive
and conservative politician to run
the Senate during a heated elecModerate Republican Sen.
tion year.
James
Jeffords of Vermont, who
A genial, if brashly ambitious
man, Lott was among the last of predicted believed Lott would
win, said in advance of the vote
the Senate Republicans to
he
was not concerned about
endorse Dole's presidential canLott's conservative political
didacy. And as majority whip —
views.
the Republican's No. 2 office —
"We don't mind someone who
he had none-too-subtly coveted
has strong philosophical convicthe majority leadership post long
tions," Jeffords said Tuesday, as
before Dole announced last
long
as "you're tolerant and
month that he would quit the
pragmatic. Those two words I
Senate to campaign full time.
think are critical, and I think that
Senate GOP aides said RepuLott has those.... He understands
blican senators elected Lou, 44-8,
that the only way you can get
over fellow Mississippian Thad
Cochran, a more reserved and
courtly man who is equally con- • See Pag• 2
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CONDITION GREEN DRILL: Murray-Calloway County Hospital EMS technician Brad Haugh transports Jeremy Price through the
entrance during a drill Tuesday morning. MCCH goes through two
surprise drills each year to test Its preparedness in the case of a
real emergency.
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Judges bar
enforcing
Internet law

BERNARD KANEledger .1 Times photo

SEALING CHESTNUT STREET: Murray Paving Company

By CAROLYN SKORNECK
Associated Press Writer

Bill Peterson, Mason County
extension agent for agriculture,
said only half of the tobacco and
corn are planted. The wet spring
has triggered blue mold and other
diseases infecting parts of the
burley crop, he said.
Also, most farmers have been
unable to harvest their hay crop,
and the quality will suffer as it
sits in the fields, Peterson said.
It adds up to a high level of
frustration among farmers.
"Most people have said they
have never seen a spring like
this," Peterson said. "It's just
been very difficult to get the
crops out. ...The soils are
supersaturated."
But for western Kentucky far-
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wrote.
Only the judges' ruling on the
preliminary injunction holds the

force of law, but their logic gives
the first glimpse of how the federal judiciary will view the
Internei
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Rainy days got you down? Join the crowd
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Been in a funk lately? Grouchy?
Irritable? Tired? Well, blame it
on the rain.
Long days of gray skies and
rain can give people the blues,
says Lexington psychologist Dennis Sprague, especially at this
time of year when folks are looking forward to sunshine, warm
temperatures and lots of time
outside.
"We expect spring to be a
time when there is sunshine and

r

•
.•

activity and we feel energized.
But we just haven't had much of
it this spring," Sprague said.
"And it's probably worse
because we had such a long cold
winter."
Through Tuesday, the Louisville area has had only three days
in June with no rain. The area has
had significant rain six days in a
row. Rainfall for the year is
already 40 percent above normal.
And there's a chance of thunderstorms again this afternoon.

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

"The last time it rained on and
on and on like this, Noah was a
boy." said Dawne Gee, a personality on WGZB radio and
WAVE-3.
May was also exceedingly
rainy, with 9.17 inches, about 4
inches above normal.
The Kentucky Parks Department has gone through a pretty
dismal period for revenue, thanks
to a torrid August 1995, a frigid
November 1995 and a soggy
spring 1996.
"It's probably the worst
stretch of weather we've had in a
long time," said Jim Goodman,

director of Kentucky's resort
parks. It's been especially bad
because much of the rain has hit
on weekends, when the parks
bring in 50 to 60 percent of their
revenues.
Sprague, the Lexington psychologist, says the wet monotony
affects people in several ways.
For some, the unending rain is
like a sponge, sucking away their
energy and enthusiasm. They
don't feel like working, don't feel
like going out, don't feel like
interacting with others. Wake up
to another drizzly morning, and
you might feel more like going

•

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some legislators say they are
uneasy about the state's new, $8
million-a-year contract for school

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St

To make that point, a legislative subcommittee that reviews
state contracts deferred its vote
for another month.
"We don't need to rush into

Murray,
Kentucky
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Save 900

Save 950

20.6 Cu ft.' refrigerator. Adjustable
gloss shelves Gallon door storage

21.7 cu ft refrigerator Adjustable
glass shelves Gallon door storage

Through June 15
Reg 109999
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on SelarsCharge PLUS for
this 685.76 laundry pair
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Save $51

Save $43

• Large capacity 12-cycle washer
• Durable 2-speed motor
• 5 water levels and 5 temperatures
• Second rinse option
• Dual Action agitator

• Large capacity 6-cycle dryer
• 4 temperatures
• Soft Heat option guards
against over drying

White only

Kenmore electric range
features a self-cleaning oven
and electronic clock/timer

FROM

ple just start to feel a little blue
and out of sorts. They sort of just
go into a lull."
Fortunately, Sprague says,it
takes only a few sunny days to
knock people out of this malaise.
"I think that when we have
had sunny days, you've seen a lot
more people out and about," he
said.
Until then, Sprague says don't
just sit around and stare out the
window at the rain.
"Go to the mall. Go shopping.
Exercise. Just keep things in perspective and remember that eventually this will pass."
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Legislators leery of $8.1 million contract

Ashley Ross
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back to sleep than starting the
day.
Instead of sulking, some people become irritable, grouchy,
likely to fly off the handle at
even the slightest provocation.
This isn't surprising, Sprague
says, since it's been proved that
depriving some people of sunlight can affect their emotions
and outlook. He speculates that
wet conditions can have a similar
effect.
"When you have a lot of wet
weather, the mold, allergy problems, sinus problems probably all
have an effec: on emotions. Peo-

•
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Gas model dryet priced higher
While onty
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We've got It all for Dad

approval of the contract until the
committee's comfortable with the
vote," Rep. Marshall Long,
chairman of the Personal Service
Contract Review Subcommittee,
said in an interview Tuesday.
"And I can tell you the committee wasn't comfortable with the
vote today."
Long, D-Shelbyville, said there
were various reasons.
The bid, from a group of companies headed by the state's current contract holder, was the only
bid received. Little about the subcontractors had been made public
by the Department of Education.
And legislators continue to get
questions or complaints from
constituents and interest groups
skeptical of the testing program's
reliability, Long said.
The subcommittee cannot veto
an executive-branch contract. But
its vote to approve or reject the
contract would have symbolic
importance because the General
Assembly has to appropriate
money for the testing program.
The budget that takes effect
July I contains $16 million for
the first two years of the fouryear contract. The General
Assembly will be asked to appropriate the rest in 1998.
"I don't think there's any bid
rigging or anything like that. But
any time you look at a contract in
which there's only one real bidder, I think it's the charge of this
committee to take a very, very

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
3-8-3
Pick 4
7-7-8-S
Cash 5
3-4-10-20-27

Sponsored by:

Shell
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close look at that contract," Long
said.
The contract is with a Dover,
N.H., company — Advanced Systems in Measurement and Evaluation Inc. Subcontractors include
Educational Testing Service,
which sells the Scholastic
Achievement Test for college
placement, and CTB/McGrawHill, which sells the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills to
numerous Kentucky school
districts.
The test is to have many parts,
including portfolios of students'
written work. The contract also
calls, among other things, for
standardized, multiple-choice
questions to allow comparison
with students in other states and
essay questions that test a student's ability to apply
knowledge.
Test results help determine
whether teachers and administrators at individual schools qualify
for cash performance bonuses or,
in worst cases, will be subject to
sanctions.
Ed Reidy, a deputy -education
commissioner in charge of the
testing program, said Advanced
Systems would get less than half
the money — about $3.5 million
the first year. The rest would go
to the subcontractors.
He also said it was disappointing, but not entirely surprising,
that the state's solicitation to 25
different companies attracted just
one bid.
"Suite assessment work ... is
not a particularly lucrative endeavor. A lot of companies would
rather sell tests off the shelf,"
Reidy told the subcommittee.
Sen. Barry Metcalf, R Richmond, questioned whether
the department could be objective
about a program in which it has
so much invested.
"What if it doesn't work
out?" Metcalf asked Education
Commissioner Bill Cody. "Are
you going to admit it ... or are
you going to cover it up?"
Cody said he had no intention
of covering up anything
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•Lott...
FROM PAGE 1
things done around here is by
getting compromise."
Lou, who holds the secondranking post of Republican whip,
was widely predicted by fellow
senators to prevail over Cochran.
Cochran recognized he was waging an uphill battle, but said he
would not drop out before the
ballots were counted.
"I don't intend to concede.
I've decided to stay in it and let
senators vote," he said in an
interview, adding that his one
hope for victory rests with senators annoyed by Lott's intense
campaigning for the job.
"He's been a very relentless,
effective campaigner, pushing
people for commitments, going
back and back and back until he
gets it," he said. "My only hope
is he may have pushed people too

far."
Dole, who resigned his seat
Tuesday to focus on his campaign for the White House, was
noted for an ability to find
consensus.
"Trent is a more aggressive
person, perhaps he's a little less
compromising" than Dole, said
Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., a
freshman who said he was supporting Lott.
But Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
chairman of the Judiciary Committee, said, "Lou's very pragmatic, and I think he'll bring
Republicans together.
Lou., 54, a close ally of House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.,
revealed how his genial manner
mixes with brash ambition when
asked Tuesday if Cochran were
still in the race: "He won't be
beyond tomorrow morning."
Cochran, 58, was considered
the more reserved and courtly of

Democrats expressed some
wariness of an activist majority
leader whose full focus will be on
the Senate — not a presidential
campaign — while pushing the
so-called Republican revolution.
"It depends on whether Lott
wants to establish himself as a
leader on his own or whether he
wants to remember particularly
that he was one of Newt Gin-

fourth of his burley crop.
Estes said the hardships are
part of farming.
"It doesn't make it any easier
or make you like it any better,"
he said. "But we've faced it
before. It's just been so unbelievable to have two years in a row
so much alike."
A crop reporting service said
Monday that tobacco and soybean
planting statewide remained well
behind the five-year average.
Burley transplanting was 62
percent complete by Sunday,
down from 68 percent last year
and the five-year average of 78
percent, the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service said. Soybean planting reached 27 percent
complete, behind last year's 35
percent and five-year average of

50 percent.
About 92 percent of the state's
corn crop was seeded by Sunday,
compared with 91 percent last
year and 96 percent for the fiveyear average, it said.
Adding to the frustration for
some farmers is they have
watched corn and soybean prices
rise while waiting for their land
to dry, Mattingly said.
Signs of late planting will
show up this fall — with lower
yields, he said. It's commonly
believed that after May 10, farmers lose a bushel an acre for
every day their corn isn't planted,
Mattingly said. The same applies
for soybeans that aren't planted
by June 10, he said.
"So every day counts," he
said.

"A lot of people who get ticketed have bought their stickers
but just didn't put them on their
cars. People need to put them on
their cars as soon as they buy
them," she said.
Motorists who are issued the
citations are not required to pay a
fine if they purchase a sticker,
Crass said.
"People need to bring (the citations) with them and it will not
cost them anything but the price
of the sticker itself," she said.
Crass said one of the biggest
problems for her are people who
purchase a sticker but do not put
them on their windshield.
"It's time consuming for us to
have to look up someone's name
who has already purchased a
sticker but failed to put it on their
windshield," she said.
Crass said motorists are
required to permanently affix
them to the windshield of their
cars.
As of May 31, the price of a
city sticker went up from $35 to
$38.50. Crass said the stickers
will go up July 1 to $70.
Smith said at each shift
change, officers will set up at
least one road block somewhere

in the city checking for the
stickers.
In order to keep the wait to a
minimum, Smith offered some
suggestions.
"Motorists need to have their
driver's licenses in hand and
ready to present to the officer.
This helps keep things moving
smoothly at a road block," he
said.
According to Smith, most
motorists who come to a road
block are friendly and don't mind
the slight hassle of the stop.
"The only complaints we ever
get are from people who have not
bought their stickers yet. Since
I've been chief I have never gotten a complaint about a road
block from someone who had
already purchased a sticker," he
said.
Although the road blocks take
officers away from routine law
enforcement, Smith said it is a
necessary part of enforcing city
ordinances.
"If all people would buy their
stickers when they are required
to, it would make this time of
year a lot less hectic," he said.
"But it's a necessary part of our
duty as city police officers."

the two, while Lott has a reputation for combativeness.
Both entered the House in
1973, but Cochran was elected to
the Senate in 1978, a decade
before Lott. But Lott moved up
further in GOP leadership,
becoming majority whip last year
by ousting the more senior, more
moderate Dole ally, Sen. Alan
Simpson, R-Wyo., by one vote.
Cochran has been No. 3, Republican conference chairman, since
1990.

grich's best friends in the House
for many years and play that
role," Sen. Jay Rockefeller,
D-W.Va., said.

Wishing All You Dads
A Very Special
Happy 82. Healthy
Father's Day!

Lou "certainly has the ability
to bring people together if he
wants to, because I saw him do
it" on the 1996 telecommunications bill. But Lott may also
"have to prove to the right that
he's not going to be too weak, so
it's going to be a tough road for
him," Rockefeller said.
Republicans said they believed
the person holding the job
wouldn't necessarily make a difference in the Senate's atmosphere — the Democrats will.
"I think there's a growing conviction here that the Democrats
are not just obstructing Senator
Dole, they're obstructing
change," said Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato, R-N.Y. "That's not
going to be different with Senator
Dole gone."

Glendale at Whitnell • 753-4175

•Farmers...
FROM PAGE 1
mer Mack Estes, this spring has
turned into a replay of last year,
when persistent rains pushed
back planting.
Estes, who farms in Daviess
and Hancock counties, has managed to plant 375 acres of corn
between rainstorms — far short
of his plans for 2,000 acres of
corn — and has not yet planted
any soybeans. He still has 2,700
acres to plant but will go only
with soybeans because of the late
date.
It might be 10 days before he
can work his riverbottom land,
which has been inundated with
high -water three times this
spring. He also has 12 more acres
of tobacco to set — about one-

•Stickers...
FROM PAGE 1
For the next 30 days, officers
the will be checking motorists
and employee parking lots around
the city for the stickers which- are
required by city ordinance.
All Murray residents are
required to have a sticker on each
car they own. People who live
outside the city limits but work in
Murray are also required to have
a sticker on the car they drive to
work.
"We're going to be hitting it
hard for the next month or so,"
said MPD Chef David Smith.
"We will be issuing citations to
people who have not bought their
stickers yet or who have not put
them on their cars yet."
Crass said motorists who
receive a citation will not have to
pay the fine if they have it with
them when they purchase a
sticker.
Stickers can be purchased in
Crass' office in City Hall.
Crass said the number of citations issued Tuesday is not
unusual for this time of year.
Often people who purchase the
stickers forget to put them on the
windshield of their cars, she said.
ICI••••

Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
Annual Banquet

Peterson and Mattingly said
some farmers delayed by the
rains will be planting through
most of June.
Farmers should get a break
from the wet weather later this
week. A low pressure system
causing the latest series of rainstorms was drifting slowly to the
northeast, and drier, warmer
weather will take its place,
according to the National Weather Service in Louisville.

Every child who has completed Kindergarten
through 6th grade is invited to see what
S.C. Sleuth will discover every day! There
will be Bible activities, sign language
classes, crafts, recreation, and much more!
Monday-Thursday
9:00-2:00
June 17-20

MOBILE
HOME
Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.

Call now to register!
753-8240

Norold "Jock" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
7580033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • Morro,/

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
Murray KY

Well always be there for you.
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1 Father's Day Specials! 11
1
01

25% Off

Veteran journalist, producer and host
of "Comment On Kentucky" and
"Primeline With Al Smith."

Men's Clothing

1 Expires Monday, June 17 • Excluding Levi's & Shoes
I, gm re us roar re am

All Are 'Invited — Make Plans To Attend!
FOR RESERVATIONS OR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

50-75% Off Everyday
All Shoes $38.99 & Under
Olympic
Plaza

NEW ARRIVALS!

(Nina to
Seafood Exprer)

* Keds $9.99 to $19.99 *
* Kids Shoes *

759-5747
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China easier to deal with

LmargYer &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK

Publisher

Managing Editor

FRANKFORT.When Gov. Paul
Patton gets back from his trip to
Japan and China, he may discover
that negotiating with the inscrutable
Oriental is easy compared to the
wall of stony faces he will confront
over his administration's plan to
merge the small Department for the
Blind with the much larger Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Actually, Patton had a taste before he left for Asia of how serious
blind Kentuckians and their supporters consider the merger plan. The
first of what could be a number of
protests was staged at the Capitol
last month when the merger proposal first became public.
Since that protest, legislators
have been getting phone calls opposing the plan and the highly
respected commissioner of the Department for the Blind, Priscilla
Rogers,abruptly resigned last week
amid charges she had been pressured to write a letter to lawmakers
supporting merger. She doesn't and
made that fact very plain in her letter
of resignation. And the Legislative
Research Commission has turned
the issue over to the State Government Committee for a review.
It's safe to bet the committee will
find the merger not in the state's best
interest.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vtston the people Perish:
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

EDITORIAL

County officials
should not run
animal shelter
4

Do county officials really want to run the
animal shelter? And is the bigger question —
should they?
We believe the answers to both those questions are no and no!
Why no?
Take a look at the last 20 years of the animal
shelter's history in Calloway County.
The county has gone from ignoring the problem to providing a temporary shelter to providing a minimal amount of funding support.
Without the publicity of the last few months,
we doubt if the county would have ever placed
the shelter contract on the fiscal court agenda.
We believe the contract should be renegotiated not terminated.
The Calloway County Humane Society has
been fulfilling the county's statutory responsibility to provide an animal shelter. They have
supported that goal through donations of individuals and members. The county's contribution
has been 20 percent of the shelter's actual costs.
With the other issues facing county government,
why would the fiscal court look this gift horse
in the mouth?
The humane society is a volunteer force that
has provided a tremendous community service
to our county for years. The board of directors
deserve a chance to sit down and negotiate with
the county.
No one is saying the current contract is perfect — it's far from it for both parties. The
involvement of the city at this point is also crucial. Much has to be done to establish an agreement that is fair and workable.
If county officials dismiss this contract and
allow the it to run out, we believe they will be
doing a disservice to their constituency and to
the animals of that constituency — wanted and
unwanted.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
Dole is free at last to pursue his
presidential campaign full time.
The coming days will show
whether the quintessential
Washington insider can make the
most of his new "outsider"
SUM.

There are some downsides to
Dole's decision. His separation
from the Senate and a 35-year
congressional career forces him
away from a forum where he is
comfortable and into one where
he is not: public speaking on the
stump.
And he no longer has the power to shape legislation to help his
candidacy.
But, on balance, the pluses for
Dole seem to far outweigh the
minuses.
"We all take pride in the past
but we all live for the future,"
Dole said in a farewell address to
the Senate on Tuesday that was
generally upbeat and
spontaneous.
Dole was wasting no time in
turning his talk about fulltime
campaigning into practice.
He was off today to a noon
speech in Toledo, Ohio, with
stops later in the day in Kansas
and Missouri. On Thursday he
campaigns in Kentucky and Louisiana; on Friday, in Alabama and
Georgia; and on Saturday, in
New Jersey.
Republican strategists
applauded Dole's disengagement
from the Senate. Some thought it
should have come sooner.

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the write:, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case kerification is necessary(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be type1-0 old should be on topics of WWII interest. Letten must not be
mow than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writer'.
Laws should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor Murray Ledger
A Timm P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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That's because advocates worked
long and very hard about 20 years
ago to have a separate department
created to provide job training and
vocational services for blind Kentuckians and they aren't going to
give it up without a very vocal fight.
Rodney "Biz" Cain, the secretary
of the Workforce Development Cabinet which contains the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation,
argues that the merger will save
taxpayers about $500,000 a year in
duplicated administrative costs,
money that will be free to provide
additional services to the blind.
Blind Kentuckians also will be able
to draw upon the larger resources of
the cabinet.
Supporters of the separate Department for the Blind, however,
believe their programs will be swallowed up by the much larger cabinet. They also point out the greatest amount of money for the Depart-

ment for the Blind comes from the
federal government.
So, who's right?
From the purely organizational
standpoint, merger makes sense.
Putting all state vocational services
under a single cabinet structure is
exactly the kind of improved efficiency Patton has been talking about
since he took office.
But achieving that efficiency is
often as elusive as the kind of
budget savings Cain has been talking about. The savings have a great
tendency to get lost in the shuffle.
Furthermore, there is the danger
that the specialized programs for the
blind,administered by a department
with that singular purpose, will
become lost in the bureaucratic
labyrinth that is created when similar but competing programs are
lumped together.
My own guess is that merging
services for the blind into the overall
Aos.

to the lives he touched throughout his time on Earth. It was ludicrous for anyone to suggest that his final act in this life would have
any general significance. ...
Leary's personal legacy includes five marriages. One of his
wives and a daughter committed suicide. A son was estranged.
His wider legacy includes the lives that were destroyed because
people believed him when he said that drugs were good. He
crashed through life without regard for the damage he might do to
himself and others.
A Web page? Ridiculous. This was not a man with pearls of wisdom to share with the public. Rather, he was a dangerous fruitcake,
a testament what happens when tested values are replaced with "if
it feels good, do it."

Ll
d

June 4 — Los Angeles Times on Israel:
In his postelection comments, Israeli Prime Minister-elect Benjamin Netanyahu has conspicuously moderated candidate Neunyahu's confrontational tone, an encouraging sign that his approach
to the peace process and Israel's deep domestic divisions may be
more pragmatic than his campaign oratory suggested. ...
Netanyahu quickly and wisely served notice that only his comments on policy should be taken as official. That pre-emptively
aims at keeping such hard-line supporters as former Defense Minister Ariel Sharon from trying to impose their own rigid views on the
new government. ...
Among the greatest achievements of the bold policies initiated
by the late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and departing Prime
Minister Shimon Peres was to pierce the walls that so long separated Israel economically from most of its neighbors. It would be a
setback of monumental proportions if the Netanyahu government
were to act in ways that could only lead to a restoration of that
isolation.

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Ratun
Associated Press Writer
"He was being torpedoed at
every step along the way by the
Senate Democrats," said Republican pollster Neil Newhouse.
"This should free him up tactically and strategically to talk
about the issues."
This puts legislative squabbling "out of his head," said veteran GOP operative Eddie Mahe.
"Running for president is full
time. Running the U.S. Senate is
full time. You can't do both."
Another advantage to Dole is
getting a break from all those
other Senate Republican egos.
suggests Norman Ornstein, a congressional expert at the
conservative-leaning American
Enterprise Institute.
"Every day, he's had 52 Republican senators each telling him
how to run his campaign. And
he's had to listen to them because
he was majority leader. Now at
least he gets away from that
advice," Ornstein said.
Dole's new freedom could also
backfire if he really tries to wage
a campaign as an anti Washington outsider. Even
though he can point to humble
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Life after Senate

Just drop us a line ...

4.
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June 3 — Omaha (Neb.) World-Herald on Timothy Leary:
Timothy Leary, the former professor-turned drug promoter who
encouraged young people to plunge headlong into the drug culture
of the 1960s, was neither a role model nor a profound scholar.
Dying does not make him either.
In an offensive display of self-centeredness, Leary set up a home
page on the World Wide Web to call attention to his battle with
cancer, which ended (May 31). Leary offered little but devastation

Dear Editor:
As the Director of the Murray Calloway Co. Senior Citizens, it is my
privilege to work with several different organizations. One of the finest
groups that I have worked with is the Blood River BassMasters Bass
Club. For the past 13 years they have sponsored a free fish fry for
Calloway County seniors. They do all the cooking,serving and cleaning
up afterwards. This year they served more than 200 folks. Many seniors
came to me to tell me how much they enjoyed the evening. I want to pass
that information onto the deserving members and say publicly, thank
you. A special thanks to George Hodge who headed the night up this year
and all who generously gave of their time and energy to serve the seniors.
Thank You!
Eric Kelleher
607 Poplar St., Box 105, Murray, KY 42071

••

Syndicated

May 30 — The Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette on children:
When hard-line conservatives demand government-enforced
"family values," they're usually expressing their hostility to
homosexuals, birth control, sex education, abortion, lovemaking in
movies, nudity in magazines, and the like.
But a different sort of family values was displayed recently in
Washington when 3,000 organizations held a children's march to
the Lincoln Memorial to spotlight the plight of millions of American tots.
"Stand for Children Day" is sponsored chiefly by the Children's
Defense Fund, which wants a better life for U.S. kids. The fund's
19% yearbook gives these dismal statistics:
—Every day, 2,660 American babies are born into poverty.
—Every two hours, an American child is killed by gunfire.
—Each day, 8,493 U.S. youngsters are reported abused or
neglected, and three die of it.
—Each day, 2,833 teens drop out of school, and 2,700 unmarried
girls become pregnant.
Family life for these children is miserable, and their future is
dubious. Other advanced nations don't suffer such social and personal damage. ...
For our money, striving to upgrade the home life of at-risk children — not moralizing about them — is a genuine display of
compassion.

Kelleher thanks club

•

Todd Duvall

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

FROM OUR READERS

• S

AGREE 01Z NO]'

vocational rehabilitation program
won't be nearly as bad as the merger
opponents fear. There will be some
savings, but probably not what is
being predicted. On the other hand,
blind Kentuckians and their families, grown accustomed to a small,
highly specialized agency they can
turn to, will not be happy with
suddenly having to deal with a
large, impersonal cabinet structure.
Those blind Kentuckians, their
families and supporters, of course,
have shown they can lobby for their
worthy cause with the best and that's
where Patton will find himself in a
bind.
Public hearings into the merger
will give opponents a succession of
forums to state their case. The State
Government's Committee's review
will give merger opponents another
public venue. By the time a decision
must be made, Patton, Cain and
anyone associated with the merger
will wish they hadn't touched the
issue, let alone thought of it.
Considering that Patton was unable to convince legislators to approve his executive order splitting
the giant Cabinet for Human Resources into two separate agencies,
the best advice right now may be to
concentrate on that and leave the
blind alone.

origins in Kansas, few voters
would believe Dole was anything
other than the consummate
Washington insider.
But, for the moment at least,
Dole gave no sense he was going
for a complete repackaging. "I
would no more distance myself
from the United States Senate
than I would from the United
States itself," he told the Senate.
In his farewell address, Dole
had kind words for many of his
colleagues of the past 35 years of
both parties. He paid special tribute to two former Democratic
senators who also ran for president, Hubert Humphrey and
George McGovern.
Of McGovern, the 1972 Democratic nominee, Dole mentioned
work together on nutrition programs and food stamps. "That
crops up now and then in conservative articles, saying that I can't
be a conservative because I know
George McGovern," Dole said.
"I think George McGovern is a
gentleman and has always been a
gentleman."
McGovern returned the compliment on Tuesday, adding his
voice to those who said the Kan-

sas lawmaker was right to give
up his Senate seat.
"I think it enhances his candidacy, he now can give it the
single-minded attention that was
needed," McGovern said in an
interview. "I'm a loyal Democrat, but I wish Bob Dole well."
McGovern said the dynamics
in 1972 were different because he
wasn't majority leader. "The
Senate was a very constructive
forum for me. It provided the
springboard for my presidential
race."
McGovern called Dole "a
stronger person than he's now
coming across to the public" and
said Dole would now have a new
opportunity and venue to try to
convey that strength.
Dole's decision was "the only
decision he could make, but I
don't think anyone could have
made it for him," said Thomas
Griscom, a former top aide to
Tennessee's Howard H. Baker
Jr., a former Senate GOP leader
and White House chief of staff.
Baker himself stepped aside
from his Senate post to run for
the presidency in 1980, but without quitting the Senate.
"He (Dole) now clearly is in
the position to form and frame
the issues he wants to talk about.
He has a little more luxury to do
that," said Griscom, currently an
executive with R.J. Reynolds.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom
Raum has covered presidential
elections for The Associated
Press since 1976.
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Freedom Fest pageant also a charity event
Most Murrayans are familiar with
the annual Freedom Fest beauty
pageant, but what most people don't
know is that this glamorous event is
also a charity event.
Jana Barnett, pageant coordinator, has been directing the pageant
since 1990 when Freedom Fest
officials contacted her due to the
expressed interest in having a pageant. According to her, all proceeds from the pageant go toward a
local charitable cause.
"We usually divide the proceeds
and donate them to several different
places here in town," Barnett said.
"In the past, we have donated
money to places like the YMCA,the
Fire and Rescue Squad, the parks
system, and we've even adopted
families for Christmas. The money
always goes to a good cause."
According to Barnett, this year's
proceeds will most likely go toward
helping upkeep the little girl's car
wash softball field in the park.
Barnett also noted that the pageants have always been successful.
"The first pageant had a huge
showing with about 125 participants," she said. "Since then, we've
averaged between 50-100 participants per pageant."
The pageant is divided into different age divisions and then further
into different categories. In the 0-12
age division, both boys and girls can
compete. The dress for the younger
division this year is sportswear, not
pageant wear. Their pageant begins
at 9:30 a.m., with registration from
8-9 am. on June 29 at Calloway
County High School gym.
The Miss Freedom Fest pageant,
for girls ages 13 and up, begins at6

LBL to host
delegation
from China
GOLDEN POND, KY - TVA's
Land Between The Lakes (LBL),
Kentucky State University and
Murray State University will host a
delegation of 15 provincial directors and engineers from the Ministry
of Water Resources in China who
are in the U.S. to learn about
reservoir management and aquaculture.
"Members of the delegation want
to learn about flood control, water
resources, and aquaculture, the process of using bodies of water to
grow fish for food," said Dr. Steve
Mims, Principal Investigator For
Aquaculture, Kentucky State University.
"Two major issues facing China
are feeding the country's huge population and water resource management. The staff at LBL and TVA
have the type of knowledge and
expertise these officials are seeking," said Mims.
While in the U.S., the group will
attend workshops on commercial
fisheries, nutrition, and aquaculture
at Kentucky State University. In
western Kentucky they will tour
LBL and Kentucky Dam,both operated by TVA, and the Hancock
Biological Field Station, operated
by Murray State University. they
will travel to Washington, D.C., to
meet with officials from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and the
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
LBL is a 170,000-acre national
recreation area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. It was created in
1963 to serve as a national demonstration area in outdoor recreation,
resource management and environmental education.

SUBSCRIBE

p.m., with registration from 4:305:30 p.m., also on June 29 at
Calloway County High School. The
girls can compete in any variety of

Prices Good
June 12 thru
June 18

Introducing
Knoths
Bar-MI
Catering

— -".•• 41.

per person

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

good 96144

9100t

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantifts

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice Boneless

Center Cut

1/4 Sliced

Bake In Bag

Chuck Roast
1

Pork Chops

Pork Loin

Turkey Breast

U S Choice
Boneless

Chuck
Steak
$ 1 39

i

Pork I on

19Lb.

$239
Lb.

End
Roast
$1 89

69
Lb.

1 99
Lb

I Lb

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Ground Chuck
Kroft
1 39
16 oz

1W
Amercan

Owen's Best Family Pack

Miss Goldy Boneless Skinless

Fleischmann s

Cool

Margarine

Lb.

Whip

99`

79C

4 Roll Pkg.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cat. Free Coke, Mr. Pibb

0
99

2 Liter

IN-AD COUPON

$ 1 30

OFF
ANY

'CAIN
RUNCH
•

15/16 oz

CAP'N CRUNCH Cereal
Retailer Moll To Quaker Oats Company,CMS Inc .
P0 Box 30999. 1 FICIWC*TT Orts.e. Del fZio, TX 75841
Cash Value owe 01995 COC
Good week of June 12-18
ONy At Owens Food Mkt

30003 22000

no

0

99' Pie Filling
21 oz. 07
Libby
Hyde Park
Sweet Peas 15 oz. 2/79' Mac. & Cheese 7.25 oz. 3/89'
59 Libby F.S. or Cut
Creamette Med. Shells or
Elbo Macaroni 16 oz.
Green Beans 14.5 oz. 2/79'
Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke,
Hyde Park
$139
6 pk. 20 oz. $299
Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello
Apple Juice 64 oz. I
32 oz

10 lb.

99°

C-3MT3

Lucky Leaf Cherry or Apple

Charcoal

Lb
1 39

2/89'

Bathroom Tissue

Coffee
12-13 oz. Bag $ 189

Vienna
Sausage
5 or

Charmin •

Maxwell House

Bryan

3/$ 1

Flay-O-Rich

1/2% Milk
$199
Gal.

Shoulder Roast

1 Lb Reg

b

Gatorade

Boneless

d Beef
Chicken Breast Groun
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
$299
131rdseye

Lb.

II

Cheese
$ 1 99

$299

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk

$ 19
1/2 gal.

I

Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

Tuna

59'

6 oz.
Libby C.S. or W.K. Golden Zi79

n

Corn

,
c

15.2 oz.

Powerade Thirst

Sweet Relish

99'
10 oz. 69'

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cherry Coke, Mr. Pibb

12 pk.$299

Quencher

32 oz.

Paramount Hot Dog Or

lAtochtee

IDeil
Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

Jumbo
Vidalia

Tenn. Home
Grown

1 Lb. Peeled
Baby

Roast Beef

Turkey Breast

Baby Back Ribs
$489

Onions

Cabbage

Carrots

NO

Cost '5-'12

New Hours:
Mk 8 a.m.] p.m.
Fr I Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

F-€.43.at Iviatiruat

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

$g29

759-1712

semi!judges, usually other pageant pageant, or any other Freedom Fest
coordinators, and most usually the event, contact Jana Barneu at 753judges are from out-of-town.
0137 or Freedom Fest headquarters
For more information about the at 759-2199 OF 1-800-715-5004.
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Serve
hundreds
of people
by barely
lifting
a finger.

categories or in a supreme package, free ticket to see Doug Supemaw
which includes all the categories. arid Terri Clark in concen on July 6
Miss Freedom Fest will receive a at Roy Stewart Stadium.
crown,a banner,S250 in cash,and a
The pageant is judged by profes-

$429

{_b.

Lb.

Emge
American

Owen's Best
Storemade

Cheese
$299

Chicken Salad

Lb.

69 4 1 1 19
Lb.

Lb.
Owen's Best
Storemade

Crisp
Red Delicious

Cole Slaw

Apples

L

Lbs.

Golden Ripe

Fresh Crisp
Green

Bananas

Broccoli

29
'3
$3 99, 69
Lb.

.011
.

.

.

Lbs.

1

99°
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Dale named to Dean's List
JACKSON, Miss. — Michael
William Dale of Murray has been
named to the Dean's List for the

, r

Sarah Barrett & Mike Smith
Polly Anna Bryant
& Brad Dunsmoore
Misty Camp & Brian Starks
Saresa Casey & Brian futrell
Cheryl Cordary & Brian Waltmon
Jill Cossey & Eric Ramsey
Stephanie Crabtree & John Morgan
Amy Ferguson & Eddie Travis
Krystal Foley & Mike Kennedy
Catherine Frazier & Scott Sivilis
Kimberly Goetz
& Micah Jay Sanderson
Betsy Gupton & Matthew Horsey
Carrie Hall & Lorne Wisehart
Karen Hanselman & Alan Bazzell
Loretta Hicks & Louis Berberich
Amanda Jackson & Trice Dunn
Barbara Karnes & Jesse Denton
Sharon Kirkpatrick & Keith Felton
Stacy Liggett & Ted Wortham
Shelia Langston & David Snow
Patti Martin & Todd Howard
Stacey Morris & Jimmy Houston
Jennifer McCuan & Jerry Martin
Dottie Mullinix & Charles Filter
Kim Readel & Ken Foster II
Amy Torsak & Ray Fennel
Sarah Kneebone-Vaughn
& Tim Vaughn
Wendy Whitaker & Dusty Wilson
Kristy Williams
& Matthew Berhow
Joy Wyatt & Rob Logan

Pier1imporls
University Plan • Chestnut St.
753-18.51

spring 1996 semester at Millsaps
College.
Dale also received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Classical
Studies from Millsaps College, in
the spring commencement
exercises.
Dale had a grade point ave,age
of 3.5 and graduated Cum Laudc
from the college, a privately supported college. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Dale III of
Murray.

SHHH meeting on Thursday
SHHH. a self help for hard of hearing people, will have an organi-

zational meeting on Thursday, June 13, at 6 p.m. at Curris Center,
Murray State University. This ia volunteer, international organization of hard of hearing people, their relatives and friends. It is a
non-profit, non-sectarian educational organization devoted to the
walfare and interests of those who cannot hear well, but are committed to particpating in the hearing world. For more information call
759-2542.

Wade Harris
Carter born
Dr. Tina and Jason Carter are
the parents of a son, Wade Harris
Carter, born Wednesday, June 5,
1996, at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and • measured 20'A
inches.
Grandparents are Judy and
Glenn Carter, and Liz and Bill
Legate, all of Union City, Tenn.

Bowden boy
born June 2
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Brooks
Bowden of 602 Lee St., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Anthony
Blake Bowden, born on Sunday,
June 2, 1996, at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20Y4 inches. The mother is the
former -Wendy Dockins.
Grandparents are Richard and
Georgia Dockins of Hanson and
Joe and Carroll Bowden of
Kirksey.

Super Saturday at local church
Super Saturday will be Saturday, June 15, at University Church of
Christ. "Love is the Key" will be the topic. Grades 1-6 will meet
from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and preschool will meet from 9 a.m. to
noon. Featured will be a time of Bible study, skits and refreshments.
All children and their firends are invited. For more information call
Dorothy Grogan or Greg or Terri Delancey.

Dorothy La Dawn Cook
and Shawn Christopher Hale

Cook-Hale wedding
will be here July 13
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Cook of Rt. 5, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dorothy La
Dawn Cook, to Shawn Christopher Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.O.
Hale of Rt. 1, Almo.
Miss Cook is the granddaughter of M.W.(Dub) and Morelle Henry
and Mrs. Rosie Cook and the late L. Dewward Cook, all of Murray.
Mr. Hale is the grandson of Moran J. Sr. and Ruth Hahn and the
late James and Ruth Hale, all of East Prairie, Mo.
The bride-elect, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University. She received her Bachelor of Arts
in Fashion Design and History with a minor in Spanish at Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, in 1995.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is a four-year veteran of the United States Navy.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 13, 1996, at 2 p.m. at University Church of Christ.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
arc invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

tion coordinator for the Alzheimer's Disease Research Center at
the Sanders-Brown Center on
Aging at the University of
Kentucky.
On Thursday, June 13, Helm
will made a presentation for the
public from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
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BUY ONE PAIR OF MEN'S SHOES
AND GET THE SECOND PAIR*

Just in time to get something for dad that he can really use for Father's Day.
Buy 1 pair at regular Price and SAVE 50% on the second Pair.

hospital's private dining room.
"Caring for Persons with Memory
Loss" will be topic.
Respite workers, sitters, family
caregivers and anyone interested
in knowing more about caring for
persons with Alzheimer's are
invited to attend. For more information, contact Cindy Ragsdale
at 762-1108.
Healthcare professionals can
receive a 2.5 contact hours of
continuing education from a Friday, June 14 presentation. It will
be from 8:30 to 11 a.m. in the
third floor classroom.
Helm's topics will be "Dealing
with Difficult Behaviors" and
"Meaningful Activities for Persons with Memory Loss." Prercgister for this meeting by calling
Staff Development at 762-1249.
This presentation enables participants to identify common behaviors associated with Alzheimers's; list common triggers to
unwanted behaviors; give examples of appropriate interventions/
approaches to avoid, defuse and/
or cope with unwanted behaviors;
discuss the components of an
effective activities program; list
appropriate activities for a person
with memory loss.
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The Purchase Area Taskforce in Support of Promise Keepers will
have a training session for Key Men and Ambassadors Saturday,
June 15, at Maple Spring United Methodist Church, 9643 U.S. Hwy.
68 East. Fairdealing, in Marshall County. Key Men Training will be
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and Ambassador Training will be from
1 to 4:30 p.m. To register, call 1-502-354-8434. There is no cost for
the training.

Republican meeting Saturday
Jackson Purchase Multi-County of Western Kentucky Republican
Organization will meet Saturday, June 15, at 9 a.m. at Eva's Country
Kitchen, Highway 121 North, Murray. Don Watson, leader, urges all
interested persons to attend.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, June 13, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. The group will meet at the library and then
go to visit the local nursing homes. For information call Lois Ruiz,
415-4277.

Dorcas breakfast on Thursday
Doras Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
breakfast on Thursday, June 13, at 9:30 a.m. at Shoney's. Class
teachers are Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltner. Lucy Lilly, class president, urges all members to attend.
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CCHS Class of 1976 plans reunion
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The 1976 Class of Calloway County High School will hold its
0-year reunion on Saturday, July 6, at 6 p.m. at Sporty's, Murray.
Any class member planning to attend that has not sept in their reservations must do so by Saturday, June 20. Reservations should be
sent to P.O. Box 1301, Murray. For information call 753-5466.
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Curd Cemetery meeting Saturday
Curd Cemetery, located in northeastern part of Calloway County,
will have its annual homecoming on Saturday, June 15. A potluck
meal will be served. All interested persons are urged to attend to
give donations for the upkeep of the cemetery. If unable to attend,
donations may be mailed to Helen Litchfield, 954 Brownie Rd.,
Dexter, KY 42036. For information call 437-4176.
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Scott reunion will be Sunday
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The annual Scott family reunion will be Sunday, June 16, at the
Courthouse pavilion in Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck
meal will be served at 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited.
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Festival planned this weekend
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Exhibitors from several states and western Kentucky will display
their wares at the third annual June Arts & Crafts Festival on Saturday and Sunday, June 15 and 26. This two-day festival, sponsored
by Kentucky's Western Waterland, will be at the Fenton Spcical
Evants Area in Land Between the Lakes just east of Aurora on Highway 68. Festival hours will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Singles' Jamboree at Kenlake
The annual Singles' Jamboree will be Saturday, June 15, from 1
p.m. to midnight at Kenlake State Resort Park, Aurora. Games, food,
and dancing to River Road Band will be featured. Hot dogs, hamburgers and drinks will be provided. Each one should bring one dish to
share and a lawn chair. Admission will be $5 per person. This annusponsored by Singles Organizational Society (SOS) of
aleven t is snsored
Murray.
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Meet Theresa,she started her
diet program on May 13th and
has already lost 263/4 lbs. Her
program began with a simple
phone call and in 4 short weeks
she has already changed her
entire outlook. It has been very
exciting for us to watch Theresa's
progress and her enthusiasm.
We will update Theresa's progress periodically. Call today and
join Theresa and many others
reach goals.

*2n4 Pair of equal or lesser value- Athletic footwear excluded
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Promise Keepers group will meet

Alzheimer's programs scheduled
Special programs dealing with
Alzheimer's Disease will be held
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital — one for the public and
another for healthcare
professionals.
Guest speaker for the sessions
will he Barbara Helm, informa-
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1996 Fair Pageants

BOY SCOUT TROOP 112

photo

Craig Jacobs and Bobby Gates of Boy Scout Troop 112 are pictured
placing an American flag at the entrance to Vanderbilt Chemical on
Memorial Day, May 27. This is part of a Four Holiday Flag Display honoring the men and women of America. The other three holidays to be
recognized are July 4, Veterans Day and Labor Day. This flag was sponsored by the members of the OCAW Local 3-879.

Give Your Father Style

Lisa Darlene Lovett and
David Shea McWherter

4

Men's Dress &
Casual
Shoes

Lovett and McWherter
wedding to be June 29
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Lovett of Benton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa Darlene Lovett, to
David Shea McWherter, son of the Rev. Paul and Star McWherter of
Murray.
Miss Lovett is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H.Lovett of
Benton and Mrs. Eunice Wood of Benton.
Mr. McWherter is the grandson of Aaron McWherter and Mrs.
Juanita Brooks of Puryear, Tenn., Ray Latimer of Murray, and Mrs.
Helen Shaw of Gainesville, Fla.
The bride-elect is a 1985 graduate of Marshall County High School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Bethany School, Troy, Mich. He
formerly sang with The Speer Family; but currently is singing solo
and working at Carpet World, Puryear, Tenn.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 29, 1996, at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited are to attend.

MHS lists honor roll
Murray High School has
released the honor roll for the
fourth nine weeks as follows:
Ninth Grade
All As
Elizabeth Allen, Amanda Conley,
Emily Noble, Christina Sames, Jessica
Smith, Ahison Vinson, Jessica Norful
and Sarah Wurgler.
All As and Bs
Stacie Bogard, Jillian Brittain,
Matthew Brown, Robert Fitch, Courtney Griffiths, Clint Hampton, Wesley
Hart, Phillip Hocking, Gretchen Klaus,
Kristin Kopperud,
Christopher Krueger, Thomas
Leary, Teca Maxwell, Cassandra
McNutt, Rebecca Mehr, Anne Pickens,
Jace Rabe, Jason Smith, Robert Williams and Chris Yoo.
10th Grade
All As
Autumn Alcott, Adam l3artnik, Morgan Blankenship, Ellen Carpenter,
David Crouch, Mary Howard, Nathan
Hughes, Amy Mangle, Kisen Nathu,
Cheri Riedel and Mark Stockton.
All As and Bs
Rebekah Brown, Courtney Christopher, William Dennison, Tracy Downey, Candace Gurley, Alaina Haverstock, Jennifer Hopkins, Kimberly
Howard, Danny Hudspeth, Jeremy
Hunt, Jeanne Maddox, Joseph
McKee!, Mitzi Parrish, Ryan Pickens,
Joshua Price, Amberty Rollins, Brad
Simmons, Jon Vowell, Micah Williams,
Erika Wolff, Joey Woods and Drew
Wooldridge.
11th Grads
All As
Joanna Kind, Jennifer Leary, Cory
Martin and Katie McNeary.
All As and Bs
Elizabeth Broughton, Angela Colson, Michelle Crouse, Karen Fischer,
Melissa Goldhamer, Christine Griffiths,
Julie Gustafson, Lynda Harrington,
Stephanie Hill, Aaron Howard,
Robert Howard, Jennifer Lewis,
Crystal Mardis, Rebecca Miller, Robert
Naulty, Brian Sinclair, Rahual Tendon,
Dana Thomas, Adam Wells and
Danene Woods.
12th Grade
All As
Ken i Bazzell, Jayson Brittain, Leah
Christensen, Carroll Christopher,
Sabrina Glover, Rachel Hutson, Alyson McNutt, Emma Shaw and Anna
Zou.
All As and Bs
Dustin Alton, Beth Brockway, Scott
Brown, Karen Caldwell, Allison Cantrell, Andrew Cunningham, Wendy
Dowdy, Stacey Foster, Karen Green,
Neely Green, Carrie Griffiths, Crystal
Hannigan, Rebecca Hubbard, Andrea
Jackson, Jennifer Jones,
David Klapper, Sabrina Kneebone,
Julie Krouse, Sarah McNeary, Michael

McWhorter, Greg Miller, Priyesh
Nathu, Summer Roberson, Justin
Rouse, Sarah Snyder, Stacy Thomas,
Timothy Vaughan, Shauna Waller,
John Weatherly, Chad Willoughby,
Leigh Yates and Shannon Young.

The way we live should dictate the way we
dress. The clothes we buy should fa in with
our life style
Having a closet full of evening clothes is
worthless" if you don't go out often enough to
wear than.
Summa is a ume when breaking fashion
rules is a little more acceptable. Through the
lazy days of the hot weather, cool and
comfortable are what we look for.
Having style has nothing to do with being
expensive. Style tithe way you carry yourself
and put together things that did not neccessarily cane together
Pairing an inexpensive tee shut or blouse
with a designer blazer or pant, can result in a
very classic and styliah look. The quality of
fabrics makes for longer wearing and durability that can be mixed or matched for years
to cane.
Simplicity and practicality should be a
consideration what shopping only for a few
pieces to stretch your wardrobe.
A silk shirt can be worn with jeans or put
with a classic suit, or a long skirt for an
evening look.
Jewelry and accessories need riot always be
real gold or silver to add a dramatic and
eyecatching flair to even the simple." outfit.
Summer dresses are wonderful what they
flow gracefully to the ankle or graze above the
knee The column dress for this season looks
good long or short and is perfect to put a jacket
or blouse over. For * dressed down look try
tying the shin in front. Datim vests are
showing up over practically everything this
MUM.
With the Fourth of July less than a month
sway red, white and blue are sure bets for all
your summer activities
We have sane cute jewelry to really "se
off- your outfit.
Congratulations to Kay Ray who won s
Joyce tee shirt this week at our luncheon
We have just gotten some new sterling in,
and be sure to check out our custom made
14kt gold jewelry
Join ua each week for lunch and browse at
the same tune. We still have lots of great
things ID choose from, dresses, shorts, tops.
jeans, hats, everything to get your summer
rolling tri the right daemon
Stay tuned to next week's Fun and Fashion

Starting At
•
$24.95

This FATHER'S DAY, make sure your Dad walks in style.
From dress to casual, we have everything your Dad
needs to look sharp.

Factory Discount Shoes
and

• Fair Queen

• Open
Nurse's
Uniforms
Mon.-Set. 9-6; Fr!. 'tit

8; Sun. 1-6

Downtown On Court Square • 753-9419
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COMMITMENT.

boxy/the omot,),„
REMODEL

When it came time for a
details so the Comptons can
major home improvement
Sart cooking in their newly,
project. Bill and Caryl
modeled kitchen.
Compton knew where to look
So whether you're looking
evenThing...including the
for a prompt loan approval.
to purchase a home or
They went to their local
remodel one, start your own
officer...
ess or go back to
Peoples First loan
someone who knows them
school, or reward younelf
with a new car, Peoples First
and their needs and can give
them the personal attention they deserve.
loan for you. At Peoples First, we're
It peoples First, we take care of the
committed to making it happen.

KITCHEN SINK
STRONG HERITAGE.
SECURE FUTURE.

Peoples First

teiport

The human heart beats about
70 times a minute, and more
than 100,000 times In a single
day.

•Baby Contest
• Little Mr.
and Miss
• Miss Teen
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305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

PATIENT COUNSELING
•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
•Computerized Records
•Cards & Gift Items

•Health & Beauty Items
•We Accept Most
Insurance Plans

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

4th St. Court Square

UNIQUE WATERFRONT DINING
Father's Day
Weekend
Special

-Catfish
•Seafood
Plates
•Ribeye
•Baby Back
Ribs

QUAIL

-Oysters
-Steak &
Lobster
•Prime
Rib
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Pageants scheduled here on Saturday
Four pageants for the MurrayCalloway County Fair will be
Saturday, June 15, starting at 6
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium, Calloway County High School.
These will include the Baby
Pageant. Little Miss and Mr.
Pageant, Miss Teen Pageant, and
Miss Murray-Calloway County
Fair Pageant.
Officials said the pageants will
be intermixed with contestants in
the upper pageants having to
model in different clothes. The
public is invited to attend.
• • • •
Christy Parrish has released the
pictures and information about
the three contestants for the Miss
Teen Pageant as follows:

ray High School and plans to
attend Murray State University as
a Presidential Scholar with a possible major in pre-med and a
minor in French. She has been
active in church youth groups and
church missions teams.

WHITNEY JOSEPH, 15,
daughter of Dwight and Pam Patton, is active in Beta, FBLA,
Spanish, tennis and Pep Club.
She enjoys reading, horseback
riding, hiking and shopping. She
plays the piano.

Weekends Enjoy
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner

Ness

Open Tues.-Sun.
Call

1-800-221-5455

435 Graceland, Springville, TN

1

HEATHER RENEE BUR KEEN, 19, daughter of Ginger
and Keith Doughty, is a 1995
graduate of Calloway County
High School. she is a student at
Murray State University working
toward a degree in nursing, and is
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority.

For Reservations

YOUR CAR IS HERE

about environmental awareness.
She said her biggest joy was
traveling to Russia and meeting
new and unusual people and
experiencing a new way of life.

SARAH ALISHA KINGINS,
18, daughter of Jeannie and Kent
Kingins, is a 1996 graduate of
Murray High School. She plans
to attend Murray State University
working studying to become a
dietician. She is active in her
church youth group.

Proft•AAiottal timasttitte St 'Tire -

Weddings
• Anniversaries • Birthdays • Proms
• 'Night on the 'fimii • Airport Service
• Praessioital Clialiffers •

RONDA LYNN HOPKINS,
13, daughter of Ronald and Tracie Hopkins and Twyla and Bill
Berberich, enjoys riding horses,
collecting Barbie dolls, skating
and riding bikes.
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Grant Michael
Cottingham is
born May 30

753-8809
607 S. 4th St.

Hoffman's Inc.
Garden Center

Now Available
Water Garden
Plants
Weedbuster
Landscape 8A
Garden Fabric
The Natural Way To
Control Unwanted Weeds

3x50

$6.99

Butterfly
Bushes
*12.00

.•

-

Diatomaceous
Earth
Natural Product For
Consoling Ants & Fleas
Indoor/Outdoor

2 Lb. Bag

$4.95
Inwise

Buy Dads 'Last Grill First'...Buy Flim A Ducane Grill.
Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 753-4512
Mon.-Sat. 8-5, Sun. 1-5

"REUSE

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Grant
Cottingham of Murray are the
parents of a son, Grant Michael
Cottingham, born on Thursday,
May 30, 1996, at 4:34 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Kim Hundley.
Grandparents are Joe and Thelma Hundley of Paris, Tenn., and
Carl and Nanette Cottingham of
Carterville, Ill. Greatgrandparents are Kathryn Hundley of Sidonia, Tenn., and Arthur
Cottingham of McLeansboro, Ill.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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BRITTANY OVERBY, 12,
daughter of Tammie Rickman
and Darrell Overby, is active in
cheerleading and soccer. She
enjoys gymnastics, swimming,
and horseback riding. She has
taken dancing and gymnastics for
10 years.
• • • •
Jamie McMillen has released
the pictures and information
about the seven contestants for
the Miss Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen pageant as follows:

MICHELLE LEE CROUSE,
15, daughter of Cindy and Larry
Crouse, will be a senior at Calloway County High School. She
plans to attend Murray State University and later go to University
of Kentucky School of Pharmacy.
She is a volunteer at the Hospital
Medical Arts Pharmacy and
Radiology.

SHANNA RENAE NORSWORTHY, 18, daughter of Owen
and Linda Norsworthy, is a 1996
graduate of Calloway County
High School. She plans to attend
Murray State University and later
go to law school. She is active in
her church youth group and volunteers as a worker at the
hospital.

KERI LYNN BAZZELL, 17,
daughter of Dick and Dan Bazzell, is a 1996 graduate of Mur-

TODAY

KRISTINE HOKANS, 17,
daughter of Rick and Linda
Hokans, is a 1996 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
She plans to attend Murray State
University working toward a
degree in biology to teach others

KIMBERLY MICHELLE
STALLS, 17, daughter of Fred
and Linda Stalls, is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She plans to attend Murray State University and then go
to pharmacy school. She is active
in her church youth group and
choir.
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Doing it right the first time
with Benjamin Moore paint
saves a lot more than time
and energy--it saves
money. And right now, you
can save even more with
our special $5 per gallon
mail-in rebate on a large
selection of interior and
exterior paints. Buy the
maximum 5 gallons,
save $25.

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Date:

June 15th

But hurry. This offer is available between
May 20 and July 4, 1996.

Time:

Rebate on select
as at Beniamin
,Paint. Up to $25.*

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

iie pricipsep train tor

(Lunch will be served)

BUY THE BEST

Classes for all ages
including adults!

PAINTS
A Stroke Of Brilliance.'
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
918 S. 12th St.
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Bell on honor roll
GEORGETOWN, Ky. — Carrie Elizabeth Bell has been
named to the "B" Honor Roll for
the spring semester at Georgetown College.
Dr. Charles N. Boehms, senior
vice president/academic dean,

said students named to this honor
roll must earn 12 semester hours
and have a grade point average of
3.25 to 3.74.
Bell, a graduate of Calloway
County High School, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Bell of Murray.

As Near As Your Phone
For Bridal
Gifts.
Brides (and grooms) register
their preferences in pottery, flatwart,
glassware, and gifts with us. We can tell
you what she has or has not received. It eliminates
confusion, and gives the assurance of giving a gift that is
genuinely wanted.

IT COSTS NO MORE...
IT'S JUST NICER AT...

Jackson and Dunn
Cossey and.Ramsey
wedding
to
be
6
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29
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to
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Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson of Almo announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Amanda Francis Jackson, to
Trice Reid Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dunn of Murray.
Miss Jackson is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bessie Baker of Murray
and the late Marion Baker, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson
of Almo.
Mr. Dunn is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Osbron of New
Providence and of Ms. Jewel Dunn of Dexter.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
is currently a nursing student at West Kentucky Tech, Paducah. She is
employed by West View Nursing Home of Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School. He
is employed at Farmers Choice Feedmill, Kirksey.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, July 6, 19%, at 4:30 p.m.
at B.A.S.I.C. Training Retreat Center, Hardin.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cossey of Rt. 3, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jill Lavone
Cossey, to Jason Eric Ramsey, son of Mrs. Barbara Ramsey and the
late Ewin Ramsey of 308 North 10th St., Murray.
Miss Cossey is the granddaughter of Mrs. Earnestine Cossey and
the late John Cossey of Murray and of Hampton and Doris Boggess of
Dexter.
Mr. Ramsey is the grandson of the late Johnny and Nellie Ramsey
and the late Ray and Alma Jackson.
The bride-elect attended Calloway County Schools and Ezell Beauty School. She is employed at Headlines Hair Salon and at Briggs &
Stratton.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County Schools and is selfemployed.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 29, 1996, at 1 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Thursday, June 12
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Health Express of MCCH/Lynnville
Grocery/8:30-11 a.m., Tri City
Grocery/12:30-2:30 p.m.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of
Della Outland.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/7 p.m./private dining
room of MCCH. Info/753-5561 or
762-1100.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
WOW Lodge 592 meeting/6 p.m./Log
Cabin restaurant.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Canter/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Club/6
Kiwanis
Murray
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First
Baptist Church/9:30 a.m./Shoney's.

Wednesday, June 11
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
WKMS•FM reception/5-7 p.m./Murray
State Faculty Club.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Thursday, June 13
Calloway County School Board/7
p.m./board office
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1:30
p.m./Weaks Center Auditorium.
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Community Bible School/9
a.m./Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Bible School by New Providence and
New Concord Churches of Christ at
New Concord/9:30 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
School/9:30 a.m.
"Summer On Main"/3:30 p.m./Murray
Middle School.
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./fire station.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30-7:30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.

753-1851

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
MEMBER OF NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE

753.1851

Fabulous New
Dinner Buffet
featuring;.

Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus Additional Meats, Vegetables,
Salad Bar & Desserts

$a99
Only WI
Served Daily Wednesday thru Sunday

t•tuent•Eas

CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 12
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/12:30-3 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Mission
Friends, G.A.'s, R.A.'s, Youth, Prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Chancel Choir rehearsal, Ruth Wilson
w/Eunice Chambers, Wesleyan w/
Helen Beal/all at 7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Super
Summer Studies; Youth Prime
Time/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/Bible
Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir and
Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p.m.

Pier1inn

Amanda Francis Jackson
and Trice Reid Dunn

Jill Lavone Cossey
and Jason Eric Ramsey

Thursday, June 12
First United Methodist Church
quilters/9:30 a.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church Eva Wall
Mission Group Week of Prayer
Program/9:30 a.m. Sack lunch at
noon.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.

Wed.-Sat. Open 4 pm
Sun. Ila.na.-2 p.m. Closed Mos.-Tues,
1901 N. 12th (Hwy. 641) Murray

THIS MONTH,RECEIVE
ONE MONTH FREE ACCESS
AND FREE ACTIVATION.
(VALUE $72.95 OR HIGHER DEPENDING ON RATE PLAN)

%
APY
Motorola I
,Tots Plioao
4
$19.95

18 month Jump-up CD
United States Cellular*
Advantages

If rates jump up,so can yours!

• Largest calling area in Kentucky
• ShareTalk Family Plan

C
REPUBLI
Trust
BANK&Company

• Roadside Assistance
• Unlimited Weekend Calling for
$10/month
• Nationwide Call Delivery

Member FDIC

If rates go up, you have a one-time opportunity to lump Up to a hig,hcr Republic 18 month rate for the balance of your term $2,500 minimum
deposit, available for IRAs 5 50% annual percentage yield (APY) 5.39c-o interest rate, offered as of 4-1-96 Substantial penalty for early withdrawal
The Repubbc group of banks — Kentucky owned8proud of lb
Benton • Bowling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • Lexington • Louisville • Mayfield • Murray • Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville
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visit the United States

UNITED STATES
AL---E--AA-r 24=i I
'
Cellular store. You will

m.pria..,B,Erh.s.

be glad you did.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Offer requires a new, one year service agreement on 537 95 or above rate plans Select models only. Other restrictions and charges may apply.
Not valid in conjunction with any other offer Credit approval required. Void where prohibited. Offer expires 6/30/96.
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also take advantage of our great service offers. So

906 A South 12th Street, Murray, 753-7533 Open Mon-Fit 8am-5pm
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0084 Open Mon-Fd 8am-5pm

es• 4

•$
•,
'
;A4
.
Or_
'11

phone prices when you sign up for service. You can

Visit one of the following United States Cellular stores:
30 North Main Street, Madisonville, 821-1111 Open Mon-Fit 8am-5pm,Sat 9am-1pm

1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
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During our June Sales Event, you can receive special
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun.
11-9:30
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Sliced
Free
Bryan Sliced

Boneless-Skinless

12 oz. 99`

Bologna
Partin Pork

lb.

ICA Whole or Half

is oz. $1.79

Sausage

Boneless Ham

Select
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RIBEYE
- STEAK

Fresh California

$2.29
lb. $1.99

Fryer Breast
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Western

Pyre

CANTALOUPES

Vahan Pack

1
Fresh Value Pack

Pork Steak
Field Sliced

Bologna

$1.89
is as. $1.29

Sweet California

Lb.

Peaches

Natures Best Crinkle

99'
6199'
lb.

Zesty 235 ct.

French Fries

Lemons

1

St

Thirst Quencher Asstd. Flavors

GATORADE

COKE CLASSIC ONLY
24 Pk.
12 oz. Can

ICA

Colas
2 Liter

ICA Squeeze

Sunshine Chunk

Mustard

Dog Food

oz. N.

$399

20 Lb. Bag

ICA Pure Vegetable
Oil
48 oz. Btl.

VALUABLE COUPON

rrys\

Water You
Waiting For?

1,

25'

1!

On 1 Gal.

Natural Springs®
Drinking Water
Good Only At 1GA
Explrips Jun* 18, 1996

Prices Effective
June 12-18

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing em3rs.
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New freshmen will visit MSU
THURSDAY,JUNE 13, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-778)t Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ing original ideas to the right people
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A will make a big difference. Put
powerful individual will join forces romance on hold while giving your
with you. Thrilling progress can be career goals top priority.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
made in business and financial ventures. Those who go back to school could run into a former love today.
next fall will find greater success on Are you ready to try again? You
re-entering the job market. Being could be pleasaatly surprised.
too opinionated in job interviews is Patronize the best restaurant in your
risky. Record your thoughts in a price range. An older person's
journal. Colleagues are eager to advice is worth heeding.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Look
reveal what they know. Use this
information judiciously. Take the for someone who can understand
first step toward repairing an impor- your deepest emotions. A joint
tant relationship. Apologize for a financial matter is quite complicat-ed. Seek the help of an accountant
slight.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON or banker.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DAY:"Home Improvement"
star Tim Allen. tennis player Bettina Worrying about your career or
Bunge. conceptual artist Cristo. bas- finances all the time could affect
your love life in a negative way. Say
ketball player Sarunas Marciulionis.
ARIES(March 2 I -April 19): Do what you think in a work-related sitnot let a demanding friend jeopar- uation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
dize your financial stability. Be kind
but firm. Offer moral support. not 21): Your sensitivity to other peocash. A teen-ager in need of guid- ple's needs will not go unnoticed.
ance will benefit from your encour- Handle an unresolved situation with
kid gloves. You may need additional
agement.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): insurance coverage if you have a
Financial complications are possi- new additionto the family.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ble. Keep spending in check. A
business acquaintance could try to 19): Trouble may be brewing at
mislead you. Be careful what you home. Try to handle things without
throwing your weight around. Issusign. If necessary, consult a lawyer.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): ing an ultimatum to loved one will
Continue to build your cash reserves probably backfire.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
and savings. A new friend, makes
you aware of certain employment Other people may try to blame you
opportunities. Job security is the key for their blunders. Get all promises
in writing. A potential romantic
to financial stability.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A partner helps you rediscover your
dream could fuel a desire to travel sense of humor.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
abroad. Your mate or partner proves
understanding. Setting up a better patient at work. A pay raise or prowork schedule will give you greater motion could be in the offing. The
more you know. the more money
flexibility.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Stop you will make! Show you are willspinning your wheels arkd concen- ing to learn new skills. Versatility is
trate on what you do best. Present- essential.

Incoming freshmen will have
another opportunity coming up
soon to visit the campus of Murray
State University and talk with professors and students at Summer
Orientation. The last two 1996
Summer Orientation sessions will
be held on June 18-19 and July 1314.
During the sessions, Murray
State students that have been trained
as counselors will lead discussions
on campus life. Paul Radkc,director
of school relations at Murray State,
believes that the summer orientation
program is the first step in introducing Murray State University to new
students and that Summer "0" is a
good bridge between leaving high
school and starting college.

meals in the campus cafeteria.
Fees for summer Orientation are
$50 for students and $25 per parent.
Radice urges students to apply as
soon as possible because sessions
are filled on a first-come, firstserved basis.
For more information concerning
Summer Orientation at Murray
State University, contact Kathy
Hillyard in the school relations
office at (502) 762-2896.

Some people call
Cincinnati Oysters.

pig's feet

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING t'
Open Mon -Fn 7-5, Sat 7-Noon
•
(Cooper
WAREHOUSE TIRE
\ TIRES

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
$500 MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

5P

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE YIELD

Now That We Have Your Interest

TODAY'S CHILDREN are blessed with the gift of gab and a cat-like
ability to land on their feet. Too much routine can drive these easily bored
Geminis crazy. Encourage them to release pent-up energies through outdoor.
recreation. They thrive on change and yearn to communicate their views m
the world. A brilliant career in radio. TV or publishing is possible. Teach
these restless types the advantages of staying put for a while. Changing jobs
too often can be counterproductive. Advise constancy in love.

Let our community work for you

While at Summer "0", incoming
students will have the opportunity to
register for their fall classes, visit
students and faculty within their
majors, gain first-hand knowledge
ofcampus facilities, learn the names
of their roommates, receive their
room assignments and attend different social activities within the
two-day period. There are also
educational and entertaining activities planned for parents that attend
Summer Orientation with their
children.
During Summer "0", students
will pre-schedule for classes and
receive their Racer I.D. on the
morning of the second day. These
students and their parents will be
housed in two of the university's
student residence halls and will cat

Don't miss United Commonwealth's
new CD offer. Visit your convenient
United Commonwealth Community
Banking Center today and put this
great rate to work for you. And for
other deposit and investment options
that bear interest, call 759-9443.

ANIMAL SHELTER photo

THIS IS THE LOOK of love between LaVerne Ryan and her adopted kitty. Marilyn Arcoll, director, said this -beautiful kitty needed someone
willing to make a commitment and to love and care for her the rest of
her natural life and with this adoption that Is what she received." The
shelter has many furry companions waiting to become an important
addition to your life and home. Shelter hours are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, and noon to 2 p.m. Saturday, closed on
Wednesday and Sunday. The Animal Shelter is a United Way agency.

'Pawky may be impend kr cagy eitbdreetel.

Offer good Jame 12 15 /VW,

_WET WEATHER SALE
Chevrolet/ GM
1996 Chevrolet
Beretta

To ota
1996 T100 DX Ext. Ca
Stock # 96292

1996 Geo Tracker

Stock # 96053

1996 Tacoma Ext. Cab

Stock # 96056

Stock #96109

11,835°0

$17,991°°
14,745"

12,99885 1995 Tercel

1996 Chev. S-10 Reg. Cab

Stock # 95450

1996 Chev.
S10 Ext. Cab

Stock # 96364

Stock # 96333

1996 Camry DX
Stock # 96383

12,932'

1,358

9,1895°

PRE-OWNED CARS

1993 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

7,923°°

1995 Chevrolet S10

$12192221
Extended
Cab,
24,000
Miles,
V-6
Engine,
Automatic
1996 Chevrolet Cavalier
$12,42363
Full Cadillac Warranty
Transmission, Red w/ Charcoal Cloth, LS Package
Appearance Pkg., Auto., Cassette, 10,000 Miles
Ford Mustang LX
$6,80226 1994 Chevrolet C1500 4X4
$13,85623
1995 Mazda RX7
SAVE! 1992
2
Dr.
52,000
Hatchback,
Auto.,
Grey
Cloth
Short
Wheel
Base,
W/T
Miles,
1 -Owner
Miles,
Red
w/
Package,
38,000
Red with Graphite Cloth, CD Player, 13,700 Miles
New
Truck
Trade
$5,921a4
Chevrolet Lumina Z34
1995 Toyota Paseo
$12,49248 1992
Red
w/
Grey
Cloth,
Fully
1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport
Loaded,
50,000
Miles
$13,64328
Dark Green Metallic, 5 Sp., Cassette, 11,000 Miles
4
Door,
Auto.,
6
Cy.,
Dark
Green
w/
Grey
Cloth,
43,000
Nissan Sentra E
$16,34626
1995 Toyota Avalon XLS
Miles
$23,65857 1991
Red,
Grey Cloth, 65,000 Miles, 5 Sp., Air, Cass., Clean
Dark Green w/ Beige Leather, Sunroof, Alloy Wheels, Fully
Toyota Pickup
$8,84263
1991 Chrysler 5th Avenue
Optioned
$6,98346 1 994
Grey
Black
w/
Cloth,
4
Cyl.,
5
Sp.,
32,000
Miles
Air,
Cass.,
Med. Blue w/ Blue Cloth, 66,000 Miles, Full Power, 1 1995 Ford Contour GL
$10,63649
Owner New Car Trade
1993 Chevrolet Silverado 4X4 $13,92452
Full Power, Burgundy Metallic w/ Grey Cloth, Alloy Wheels
LWB,350 Auto., Alloy Wheels, Red w/ Grey Cloth
1994 Ford Taurus LX
$11,26458 PRE-OWNED TRUCKS and VANS 1993 GMC SL C1500
$9,90352
White w/ Grey Cloth, Alloy Wheels, Power Seats, 26,000 1995 Chevrolet Silverado
$19,89346
Manual
LWB,
Cloth,
40,000
Trans.,
Burgundy
Burgundy
w/
Miles, 1-Owner
Extended Cab, Emerald Green w/ Beige Cloth, 19,00C`
Miles
Miles, New Truck Trade
1994 Plymouth Laser
$9,44628
1992 Dodge Caravan
$6,90695
Bright Red w/ Graphite Cloth, 37,000 Miles, Air, Cass., 5 1995 GMC C1500 SLE
$17,46358
Cherry
w/
Seating,
Dark
Passenger
Burgundy
Cloth,
7
Sp.
Bright Red w/ Grey Cloth, 350 Auto., All the Power Equip
58,000 Miles, Air, Cassette
1994 Nissan Sentra XE
•
$8,607°4 1995 Toyota Pickup 4X4
$13,84623 1 989 Chevrolet Silverado 4X4
$9,44528
White w/ Graphite Cloth, Overdrive Trans., 29,000 miles,
V-6 Engine, Black Ail Grey Cloth, 32,000 Miles, Air, Cass.,
Beige/Beige
Clean
Cloth,
V-8,
Auto.,
Rallye
Wheels,
2 Door w/ Alloy Wheels
Chrome Package
1993 Mitsubishi Eclipse
$7,44864
' All Prices Do Not Include Taxes, Title & License. Dealer retains all manufacturer to dealer rebates and incentives.
Dk. Green, Lt. Grey Cloth, Auto, Cass., New Toyota Trade
$16,34626

Slate Green with Grey Leather, 1-Owner New Car Trade,

WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY
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CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA
2400 E. Wood St.
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Paris TN

(901)642-3900
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Women's division at fair has new classes

The Women's Division at the
MwTay Calloway County Fair has
several new classes for the upcoming fair. Articles entered will be
displayed in the barn throughout the
fair from Monday, June 17th to
Saturday, June 22nd at the fair
grounds.
Classes in this division of the fair
include Baked Goods, Clothing,
Home Furnishings, Flowers &
Plants,Canning and Artsand Crafts.
Contestants can be men, women or
children but you must be a resident
of Calloway County. There is no
charge to make an entry and you can
enter up to two articles in any one
class.
The entries for this fair depanment will be made on Monday June
17th between 8 a.m. and noon and
will be exhibited in the farigrounds
barn during the fair. Exhibits are to
be picked up on Sunday, June 23rd
between 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Please
note that the entry and pick up dates
in the fair book are incorrect.
The fair board has added classes
in response to the large number of
entries last year and to continue the
county fair tradition.
It just
wouldn't feel like a county fair
without the handicrafts, brightly
colored canned goods, patch work
quilts, dried flower arrangements,
banana bread, best photograph, or
handmade toys that you might see in
these classes.
In Canning they added four new
classes including a new section for
jams, canned peaches, and two
classes for JuniorExhibitors(age 18
or younger) for canned fruit or
vegetable or jelly or jam. The
Baked Goods Division added a
category for any baked boods by a
Jr. Exhibitor and other baked goods.
N.E.C.
The Home Furnishing Division
was expanded with classes for
quilts, baby or less than full size
quilts, wall hangings, afghans or
other spreads and Jr. Exhibitor
home furnishing item.
Classes for a single dahlia, cut
flower arrangement, single zinnia
and single rose, were added to the
Flowers and Plant Division.
The largest number of additional
classes is in the Arts and Crafts
Division. You can now enter items
in classes for pieced, not quilted,
embroidery, cross stitch, needlepoint and punch embroidery categories. Other classes arc for useful
hand made items,abstract art, handmade stuffed animals and Jr. Exhibitor art item and Jr. Exhibitor craft

item.
The fair board doubled the prize
money in this division last year as
they felt that this local participation

is a basic part of the fair. The prize
money will be $3 for first place,$2
for second place and $I for third
place along with an appropriate

ribbon.
For more information call the
Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or in the evening hours,

homemaker representative Connie
Talent at 753-9894. Jane Steely,
Calloway County Extension Home
Economist, will have information

about these classes which can be
picked up at the Extension Office at
the Weaks Center at 7th and Poplar
Streets.
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Sunny Delight

White Reg. Charmin

Citrus Punch

Bathroom Tissue

More than 100 booths featuring
hand-crafted items will be on display June 15-16 during the Kentucky's Western Waterland(KWW)
Arts & Crafts Festival.
Now in its third year, the festival
is held along the shores of Kentucky
Lake at the Fenton Special Events
Area in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area.
In addition to sales and displays
of regional arts & crafts, the event
features live music, food, and demonstration areas where visitors
can watch crafts being made.
"Both our spring and fall events
draw some of the finest arts and
crafts people in the region," said
Bob Maxwell, KWW Executive
Director. Both events serve as
fund-raisers for KWW, a regional
tourism group.
Festival hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.,Saturday and Sunday. Admission is $2 per car. For more
information contact KWW at(502)
928-4411, or LBL at (502) 9242040.
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NBA Finals

JIM
LITKE

Bulls taste NBA title

AP Columnar

Chicago anxious,
Seattle resigned
about series' fate

'96 Open
will get
its 'Phil'
Never bet with the heart. That
means no Jack Nicklaus. Never
bet the chalk. So much for Nick
Faldo, Greg Norman and
defending champion Corey
Pavin.
Stay away from "hot"
horses. So long, Ernie Els and
Mark O'Meara. Stay away from
old horses, young horses and
slimmed-down ones, too, as well
as anyone whose behavior
recalls the far end of the horse's
anatomy. So toss Tom Watson,
David Duval, Colin Montgomerie and those kids who don't
think paying dues is part of the
equation.
So. Who's left?
The guy who's going to win
the U.S. Open, naturally. The
guy who hits the ball on a line
straight enough to hang clothes
on and gets down in two from
everywhere inside Tibet. Those
are things you absolutely have
to do to win a major on a
Donald Ross course. One more
thing the guy will have to have:
a sense of humor.
Think Oakland Hills isn't a
funny place? Ask T.C. Chen
(actually Chen Tze-chung). The
slender pro came out of nowhere
(actually Taiwan, followed by
stops on the PGA and Asian
tours) in 1985 and owned the
Open through the first 58 holes.
Then he double-hit a little pitch
from off the fourth green and
lost, became known as TwoChip Chen, and exiled himself
to Japan. Today, he is reluctant
to take phone calls for fear of
dredging up memories.
Some fun.
Oakland Hills is also the
place where Bobby Jones lost an
Open, in 1924, to a skinny guy,
Cyril Walker: where, in 1937,
Ralph Guldahl paused to comb
his hair before putting out on
18: and where, in 1951, Ben
Hogan shot a closing 67, which
the demanding man himself
called his greatest round ever.
Of the 450 rounds played by
the competitors that year,
Hogan's was one of only two
under par. In that regard, the
years have. treated the course
well. There is a growing consensus that given the 6,740-yard,
par-70 setup, the guy who wins
will be hovering around even.
"Nobody is going to break
par — I don't think," Pavin
said earlier this week.
He then demonstrated his sincerity by going out to practice
60-foot lag putts. While that's
something you don't see on tour
often, it will be in evidence this
weekend. Five-thousand -squarefoot greens are common on Ross
courses and generous by any
standards, and at least one at
Oakland Hills goes 6,000.
Unfortunately, almost as common to his greens are mounds
rising directly up out of the
middle of those same greens to
ensure plenty of roller-coaster
finishes.
Get on the wrong side of a
hump, or on the wrong tier at
holes as late as No. 17 — a
200-yard, par-3 — or No. 18 —
a 465-yard dogleg that's a par-5
for members, but a par-4 for the
pros — and you sense that Ross
went in .for elaborate pranks.
Which, in a roundabout way,
will determine the guy who wins
this Open.
Nicklaus will cut his string of
appearances at 40 if he makes
good on his promise and makes
this his last for a while. Smart
move. At age 56, too many long
treks just to reach those diabolical greens will wear his patience
thin.
Perseverance won't be FalSee Page 28
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By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — Tonight's
the night for Michael Jordan.
The comeback is nearly complete. A few more of his unstoppable fadeaway jumpers, a little of
that stifling Chicago defense,
another Dennis Rodman smirk or
two and the Bulls are champions
once again.
'Yeah, I can taste
Jordan
said. "It's just a step away."
The wobbly Seattle SuperSonics vow to make a valiant last
Nod as the Bulls try to complete
their sweep of the finals and
claim their fourth NBA title in
six years.
"This team has proven itself,"
Seattle coach George Karl said,

Fil* Photo

Seattle forward Shawn Kemp hinted to the media Tuesday that some of
his Sonic teammates are ready to lay down against the Chicago Bulls.

championship, it only added fire
to his already unmatched
competitiveness.
"Everyone has an opinion
about my drive and my determination," Jordan said. "I've never
really tried to compare that to
anyone else. It's just that I
believe in myself and when I see
something I truly want, I work
hard to try to get it.
"That goes back to my mother
and father and the things that
they instilled in mc as a kid. If
you wanted anything in our
household, you had to work to
get it. I think that's something
that's kind of missed in a lot of
family's homes today. I'm very
blessed that I had that type of
guidance."
Jordan says that coach Phil
Jackson has taught him how to
have patience as he learned to
blend with his teammates.
See Page 28

Osborne's arm, bat
lead St. Louis past
Dodgers in 6-3 win
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

plate, so that was good to see,"
said Osborne, who had four hits
in 21 at-bats this season coming
into the game. "I made good
contact on that one."
Gary Gaetti singled four times
for the Cardinals, who snapped a
three-game slide and also ended a
three-game winning streak by the
Dodgers.
Gaetti drove in one run and
scored twice, and Brian Jordan
added two RBIs for St. Louis.
Martinez (4-1), back in the
rotation after missing one start
with the flu, gave up two runs on
four hits in four innings. The loss
was his first in 11 decisions dating back to last Aug. 3.
Martinez was expected to pitch
just three innings, but stayed in
the game for four. He gave up the
first two runs of the game in the
fourth.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Despite giving up nine hits,
Donovan Osborne did a great job
of spacing them out.
"I was really scattering everything," Osborne said Tuesday
night after he held Los Angeles
to one run in 7 2-3 innings in the
St. Louis Cardinals' 6-3 victory
over the Dodgers.
Said St. Louis manager Tony
La Russa: "He came through
with a good pitching performance, got a big hit ... and got a
good walk."
Osborne (5-3) helped his own
cause by drawing a bases-loaded
walk off Ramon Martinez in the
fourth inning, then doubling
home a run over a drawn-in outfield in the sixth.
"I've been struggling at the

Baseball
fever...
Camp It!

MLS offering soccer camps
at Murray State in mid-July
Staff Report
coaches are British and have
Murray Ledger & Times
had some professional playing
The Murray-Calloway Coun- experience.
ty Soccer Association will host
Families may send their less
a soccer camp this summer for experienced children to the
children ages 6 to 16 and will morning session (9 a.m.-noon)
run from July 22-26.
or their experienced players to
The day-camp, operated by the evening session (6-9 p.m.).
Major League Soccer Camps, All sessions will be held on
Inc., is designed as a develop- Murray State's intramural fields
mental workshop to sharpen the on Waldrop Drive.
skills and increase Ole interest
The $100 registration fee
in the game for all area covers 15 hours of instruction, a
children.
ball and a T-shirt.
Major League Soccer Camps
For more information, or to
is a division of North American register, contact John Griffin at
Soccer and brings in coaches at 762-2160 (days) or 498-8992
a ratio of 1 to 8. Most of the (evening).

Murray State assistant baseball
coach Chris Moddelmog (above)
tags out a runner at the plate
during Tuesday's session of the
'Breds Baseball Camp at Reagan
Field. (Below) Campers celebrate
a hard-fought 12-11 win in Tuesday's intra-camp scrimmage.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger photo

U.S. Open

Daly-like drives overrated, says Pavin
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — Seven of the par-4s at
Oakland Hills Country Club are
at least 430 yards, and his two
playing partners are among the
longest hitters in golf.
This is nothing new — or intimidating — to Corey Pavin.
"Obviously, length isn't everything in this game," said Pavin,
who has 13 PGA Tour victories
and a U.S. Open tide to prove it.
"Especially at the U.S. Open,
you need to hit the ball in the
short grass. So that is all I am
trying to document. I don't care
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"and I have all the faith in the
world that this team will go out
and play hard."
But few are giving the Sonics
much chance to provide even a
temporary halt to the inevitable.
After 11
/
2 seasons away from
the game he dominated for so
long, Jordan is like a race horse
who smells the finish line at the
end of an incredible journey.
At age 33, he already has three
NBA titles, an NCAA championship and two Olympic gold medals. This crown, though, would
top them all, Jordan said,
"because of what I was faced
with and where I've come from,
and the type of team and the success we've had."
When Jordan returned in the
midst of the 1994-95 season after
giving baseball a try, he found
that other than Scottie Pippcn, he
was surrounded by unfamiliar
teammates. When he failed to
immediately lead his team to a

• ••'
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how far they hit or anything like
that, or cheers or whatever they
get when they hit it far. I have
seen that bit and been in that situation before, so it is not that big a
deal to me."
In fact, he saw it last year in
winning the Open, his first major
championship, at Shinnecock
Hills. He sewed up the win by
hitting a 4-wood to the par-4 18th
hole.
He played those first two
rounds with Vijay Singh and
Davis Love III, who both can
boom it from the tee box.
When the 96th U.S. Open
begins Thursday at the
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ing, contoured fairways that are
hurt myself."
no wider than a country lane in
Length certainly won't hurt,
some parts, then to large, undu- especially at a course like Oaklating greens that tend to make land Hills. Besides the
par-3s,
balls bounce and roll instead of only two holes are shorter than
sit and spin.
400 yards, and both of those have
Miss the fairway or the green difficult greens that will penalize
and be ready to pay the price in any approach that even slightly
typical U.S. Open rough, which is misses the mark.
ankle deep from the tee to the
Only one of the two par-5s is
collar of the greens, and damp reachable in two for most playbecause of intermittent rain this ers, and that's if the 523-yard
week.
second hole is playing downwind.
"I drove it in there a couple of
The U.S. Open is all about surtimes where it was so deep I just vival — hitting it straight,
avoidthrew the ball back into the fair- ing three-putts and withstand
ing
way," Omar Uresti said after a
practice round. "I didn't want to • See Page 28
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"But 1 will certainly keep my
eye on my own game and make
sure that I am doing what I need
to do," he said.
What Pavin and the rest of the
field will have to do is hit the
hall straight — first to the slop-

.
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'
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6,974-yard Oakland Hills course,
Pavin will be paired with none
other than John Daly and Tiger
Woods.
"Will yOu guys let Corey hit
from the whites?" tournament
official Les Unger asked Woods.
Pavin said it will be fun to
watch Daly and Woods "slug it
out there."
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Swim team wins opening meet
•
•.

Staff Report
Murray Lodger a Tirniss
The Murray-Calloway County
swim team opened its season
Tuesday with a 407-225 win over
Calvert City.
Those placing in individual
events were:
Freestyle: 6 and under girls,
Kayla Simmons, first; Alex Norsworthy, second; Rebekah Dial.
third; 6 and under boys, Zachary
Underhill, second; 8 and under
girls, Erin Adams, first; Morgan
Williams, second; 8 and under
boys, Doran Brown, third; 10 and

under girls, Meaghan Murdock,
first; Lindsay Paschall, second;
Breanne Sykes, third; 10 and
under boys, Trey Mason, third;
12 and under girls, Amy Norsworthy, first; Chelsie Thompson,
third; 12 and under boys, Brett
Nance, first; Chad Culp, third; 14
and under boys, Trey Long, first;
Brian Blankenship, second;
Bryan Hughes, third; 18 and
under girls, Heather Jedan, first;
Sarah McNeary, second; 18 and
under boys, Nathan Hughes, first;
Joey Woods, second; Drew
Thompson, third.
Backstroke: 6 and under

SCOR1EBOAR,D
Spossaored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AN Tines COT
East Division
W
I. Pa. GO
New York
34 24
KO
Belarnore
13 V
660 —
3
Toronto
413 1154
26 37
Basra,
26 37
403 12
Caron
16 44
250 22
Centred Division
W
I Pd. 1311
Careiend
41
21
Mil
Chiciqo
40 22
646
lAnnesse
31
31
600 MA
Waukee
475 11
79 32
Kansas City
431 13'4
2$ 36
West Dramas
W
L Pd. GB
Texas
39 24
$19 —
Sasaki
33 29
632 IVA
Carona
4414 14
30 32
Oskand
444 11
28 38
Tuesday's Gimes
Baltimore 12. Deed(
Cleveland 6, Ositlend 5, 13 awing.
Ni. Yoa 6, Toronto 4
Sown 9. Cadge 2
Sesta. 16. Manama
California 11. Kansa City 9
Masud* 14, Texas 4
Wednesday', Genoa
New York (Mendoza I-I el Toronto (anion
3-2) 1135 am
Bearnore (Erickson 3-5) a Detroit (9 Valens
0-4) 1215 pm
lAirmultee (Miranda 3-3) a Tana (Peak Sly
OS pm
Boston (Sae 2-4) a Chicago (Fernandez 6-3).
1 05 pm
Callaria (Bookie 7-2) a Kamer City (Rossi°
0-0) 306 pm
Oakland (Choulnard 0.2)14 Cleveland (McDaniel
6 pm
(damn 44) at lAnnewas (Rinke 4-4).
7 05 p m
TIoundey's Gases
Toms(dea( SI)al Boman (Clemens 3-4). 806
p
Cleveland (Hoariest 54) al Ni. Yak (Rogers
4-2) 616 pm
Oakland (WoOschareal 5-3) a lAisisukse (Karl
5-3) 705 pm
Baltimore Iklercite( 3-4) a Kansas City (Union
12). 705 pm
Toronto (Guzman 4-4) at California (Finley 7-4).
906 pm
Only gimes scheduled

1*-

6-4=

2.

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pd. GB
W
Mania
40 22
645 —
Montreal
35 29
Vit
556
492 9'4
Florae
31
32
Pteledeahts
CV 12
26 34
Ni. Tod
27 15
435 13
Contra Divides
L Pct. GB
W
Houston
33 32
506 —
St Lours
476 2
30 33
30 34
Pbeeturgh
469 2.4
2934
Chicago
460 3
Cenci rinan
421
24 33
5
West Division
W
L Pd. GB
San Otago
36 26
S113 —
Los Anode
523 2.4
34 31
Son F rancid*
31
31
500 4
Colorado
30 31
442 4'4
Tuesdey's Game
Pittsburgh 7. San Frendeco 2
Chicego 9, Philedeallie 2
Morresal 3. FisIda 2
Mama 4, New York 3. 13 Innings
Colorado 7, iauston 5
St Loris 6, Los AVMS 3
Caddied 4, San Callp3 1
Wednadefe Genies
Campo(Calk 14)a PhiledieVas (Fernandez
2-4). 1205 pm
Houston (Reynolds 8-3) at Colorado )Freeman
3-3j. 205 p.m
Fiend. (Leila II-4) st lAonlaal (Farm 5-5).
635 p.m.
Manta (Merlduz 6-4) a New York (C)ad 5-61
140 pm.
Cindrinal(IM* 64) at San 04100 (66/9lTlarl
34), 8-36 dm
Only 91111119 arreduled
Tiauserre Genoa
Houston Ma 6-4) a San Francisco (hi Leiter
3-540g5 Arrilithers
2-1) a PIttaurgh (1Smith
4-3). 6:38 p.m
Los Angeles (I Veda 6-4) at Atlanta (Gavin*
7-3). 140 dm.
San Diego (issellon 13) at Chicago (Tarmac°
3-2), 706 p.m.
New Tat (Mica 1-3) at St Louis (Andy Bass
(Scaling 1-0) a Coated* (Thompson 34) 506 dm
Only games schattiled

girls, Kayla Simmons, first; Alex
Norsworthy, second; Rebekah
Dial, third; 6 and under boys,
Zachary Underhill, second; 8 and
under girls, Erin Adams, first;
Morgan Williams, third; 10 and
under girls, Lindsay Paschall,
first; Meaghan Murdock, second;
Aimee Dial, third; 10 and under
boys, Trey Mason, third; 12 and
under girls, Amy Norsworthy,
second; 12 and under boys, Chad
Culp, first; Brett Nance, second;
14 and under girls, Chelsie
Thompson, second; 14 and under
boys, Trey Long, first; Brian
Blankenship, second; 18 and
under girls, Heather Jedan, first;
Sarah McNeary, third; 18 and
under boys, Nathan Hughes, first;
Jocy Woods, second; Drew
Thompson, third.
Breaststroke: 8 and under
girls, Erin Adams, first; Morgan
Williams, second; 10 and under
girls, Meaghan Murdock, first;
Hannah Reinhardt, second;
Breanne Sykes, third; 10 and
under boys, Trey Mason, third;
12 and under girls, Amy Nonworthy, first; Corrie Reinhardt,
third; 12 and under boys, Brett
Nance, first; Chad Culp, second;
14 and under girls, Crystal

Thompson, second; 14 and under
boys, Trey Long, first; Bryan
Hughes, second; Brian Blankenship, third; 18 and under girls,
Heather Jedan, first; Katie McNeary. second; 18 and under boys,
Nathan Hughes, first; Joey
Woods, second; Drew Thompson,
third.
Butterfly: 6 and under girls,
Kayla Simmons, first; Rebekah
Dial, second; Alex Norsworthy,
third; 6 and under boys, Zachary
Underhill, second; 8 and under
girls, Erin Adams, first; Morgan
Williams, third; 8 and under
boys, Bryan Murdock, third; 10
and under girls, Meaghan Murdock, first; Breanne Sykes, second; Hannah Reinhardt, third; 10
and under boys, Trey Mason, second; 12 and under girls, Chelsea
Thompson, first; Amy Norsworthy, second; Jennie Jones, third;
12 and under boys, Brett Nance,
second; Chad Culp, third; 14 and
under girls, Crystal Thompson,
second; 14 and under boys, Trey
Long, first; Brian Blankenship,
second; Bryan Hughes, third; 18
and under girls, Heather Jedan,
first; Sarah McNeary, second; 18
and under boys, Nathan- Hughes,
first; Joey Woods, second; Drew
Thompson, third.

BRIEFS
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Dr. Mike Cohen had a hole-in-one on the 18th hole of Sullivan's Par 3
May 19. His playing partner on the day was Dr. Richard Steiger.

IN Bulls...
FROM PAGE 1B
"I'm the type of player who's
so competitive I can really ruin a
player's confidence just by my
aggressive play," Jordan said.
"Phil really gave me a chance to
be patient and understand my
supporting cast and give them a
chance to jell and improve."
And boy have they improved.
The Bulls already are in the

record book with 72 regularseason victories. If they get their
10th consecutive playoff win
tonight, they'll finish with the
best record in postse,ason history,
15-1.
The Seattle players say they're
not thinking about anything but
just winning one game and keeping the series going into a Game
5 Friday, also on the Sonics'
homecourt.

FROM PAGE 1B

BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

AMHERST, Mass. (AP) — University of Massachusetts administrators met to discuss allegations
that former center Marcus Ca mby
accepted gifts from agents while
playing for the Minutemen. The
school expects to finish its investigation by the end of the summer
and submit a report to the NCAA.
Camby, who has entered the NBA
draft, has admitted accepting cash
from an agent and jewelry that
another agent bought

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A federal grand Jury accused former Los
Angeles Rams cornerback Darryl
lisnloy of conspiring to murder the
judge who convicted him of smuggling cocaine and the girlfriend who
*stifled against him. Henley, 29,
was accused of trying to put
together cocaine and heroin deals
from his jail cell in order to finance
the contract killings for $100,000
apiece. He and three others were
named in the 13-count indictment

missed the cut in his last six
Opens.
So Watson made a few putts
in one lousy tournament; would
you still want him over a
4-footer with your hamster's life
at stake? And as for Duval and
Montgomerie — the first one is
expanding and the second one
shrinking and everybody knows
you don't bet people experiencing weight swings. That's why
Roseanne and Tom split up.
So take the guy with patience,
imagination, experience, an
adventurous spirit, a driver that

Oakland Hills instead. Ditto for
Pavin.
Other dismissals: Norman is
still hearing voices; Els may
have put the PGA collapse in
the past, but he still drives it too
wild; and forget Oakmont, Els
will be buying the devil dinner
for years for that one.
O'Meara is so hot he even
started endorsing Rogaine, a
hair-treatment product, after
noticing "a divot" on the back
of his head. But here's something his backers should have
noticed sooner: O'Meara has

do's problem; rough and a lack
of distance with the driver will.
None of the Englishman's major
titles have come on a course
with a lot of the stuff and he can
ill afford to drop a third wedge
and carry a weed-whacker at
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"Everything For The Golfer"
At Discount Prices
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can be throttled back and a short
game so good he could peel the
last three letters of Titleist off
the ball.
Which southpaw Phil Mickelson will do, shedding the next
great player never to win a
major label. He turns 26 the day
of the final round, he's won
three times already this year.
including once in Texas, his
first victory outside the mountain time zone.
"I'm ready to move east of
the Mississippi," he said. And
ready in a big way.

•Pavin...
FROM PAGE 1B
the pressure.
"There are going to be some
tough putts out there from 40 or
50 feet," Pavin said. "Again,
with the U.S. Open, you're
always looking at 4- and
5-footers for par — hopefully,
some for birdies, but mostly for
par."
Of all the U.S. Opens dating to
1980, few champions could list
the long ball as one of their primary strengths. One exception
could be Ernie Els at Oakmont in
1994, a week in which he drove
the ball well and was aided by a
couple of favorable rulings when
he strayed.
That's why players like Nick
Faldo and Colin Montsomerie are
among those considered the favorites this week.
Faldo plays the type of grinding, fairway-to-green golf that
wins these championships. He
lost a playoff to Curtis Strange in
1988, was third behind Hale
Irwin and Mike Donald in 1990
and fourth in 1992, the year Tom
Kite won at Pebble Beach.
Montgomerie finished third in
1992 and lost in a playoff in 1994
at Oakmont against Els and
Loren Roberts.
Told of Pavin's pairing, Montgomerie said he would lay odds
on the defending U.S. Open
champion.
"He does his own thing, and
he does his own thing better than
most," Montgomerie said.
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II U.S. Open...

For the golfing dad in
your life, why not choose a
Fathers Day gift he'll really
love? Our selection of gift
ideas are priced right, from
brand-name golf balls to a
new set of clubs — you'll
help Dad make it to the
green, without spending
all your green!

759-5711
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Deaths
Jiles R. Jackson

Fairbear and Fairabear, the official mascots of the Kentucky State Fair, will be
appearing at the Murray-Calloway County Fair Beauty Pageants on June 151n
the Calloway County High School Gymnasium. The bears have been
traveling around the state to local county fairs since around 1978. Last year
they traveled over 10,000 miles to attend more than sixty events. They can
also be seen at the Kentucky State Fair August 15-25 In the Kentucky Fair &
Exposition Center In Louisvillie.

Scholarship received
Ryan Cunningham, a 1996 graduate of Murray High School, has
accepted a Presidential Scholarship
from the University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa.
The Presidential Scholarship is
renewable for four years provided
that specific academic requirements
are met. As a Presidential Scholar,
he will receive automatic acceptance into the University Honors
Program.
While in high school. Cunningham was an honor student and a
member of the National Honor
Society. He was recognized by the
Kentucky Department of Education
for his performance on the 1994-95
KIRIS assessment test.
Cunningham has been in the
marching, pep, jazz, and concert
band. He also has participated in All
District, All State, KMEA Solo and
Ensembles, and Quad State Bands
for four years.
As a saxophonist, he has received
many honors and awards for his
performances. His freshman, sophomore, and senior years. Ryan
was named "Outstanding Band Student." He was in the school musical
as a freshman and a senior. He
attended the Governor's School of
Arts and was in the UT Martin
Honor Band. He was a four year
Chorus member and served as president his senior year.
He was in First District Chorus
and qualified for All-State Chorus.
He was a four year member of
Spanish Club. He participated in
the Spanish Chorus and Regional
and State Foreign Language Festival.
Cunningham has been in TV
Club and participated in History
Ineetatuertis Since. 185.1

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg567.05 + 739
DJIA Previous Close......3668.66
Air Products
581/4 +
A T & T
621/4
3/41
Bell South .................. 397/1 + 1/s
Briggs & Stratton
421/2 - 'Is
Bristol Myers Squibb 873/4 - 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.•.221/2 B 23'12A
Chrysler__.....
+ ±Is
Dean Foods
....... 237/1 unc
Exxon........... .......... 851/s + 1/2
Ford Motor.............
347/1 unc
General Electric
55111
1/2
General Motors
59/4 + 1/4
Goodrich
395/1 + 1/1
Goodyear
49 +
I B M
1033/1 + 1/4
Ingersoll Rand
41s/s + 1/4
K-Mart
13 + s/r4
K U Energy
281/2 + 'Is
Kroger
39 unc
L G & E
W/4 unc
Mattel.
281/s - 1/s
473/i + 1/41
McDonalds
Merck .........-................63'/s 1/s
J.C. Penney.....—......
• 3/1
Peoples Firsts...—. 211/4 B 22 A
Quaker Oats..............363/4 - 1/4
- 1/4
Sears
SP/s - 3/s
84 unc
Time Warner................. 40'4 unc
UST
3P/s • Vs
Wal-Mart................. 261/4 + 1/4

Mrs. Jessie Lee Whiteside
Funeral rites for Mrs. Jessie Lee Whiteside will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Al Cobb and
the Rev. James Tharp will officiate. Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Whiteside, 83, Rt. 5, Benton Road, Mayfield, died Monday,
June 10, 1996, at 7:50 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Boyce Swann; and
her parents, Marvin and Lennie Sutherland.
Survivors include her husband, Ben Whiteside; one daughter, Mrs.
Peggy Sassecn, Mayfield; one son, Marvin Swann, Gilbertsville; three
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.

Scouts plan breakfast

RYAN CUNNINGHAM
Day. He was selected to attend the
National Young Leaders Conference in Washington, D.C. He was
chosen as Senior Superlative, Most
Talented.
At graduation, Ryan was
awarded the Band Departmental
Award and was chosen as Most
Outstanding Senior by the faculty.
In addition to the Comprehensive
Diploma, Cunningham was one of
three seniors receiving the Commonwealth Diploma, awarded by
authority of the Kentucky Board of
Education in recognition of successful completion of an advanced
high school program of studies.
In addition to his school activities, Cunningham is an active member of First Baptist Church where he
serves on the Youth Council. He is a
member of the Youth Choir, where
as a senior, received the Youth
Choir Director's Award for outstanding service in the youth ministry.
Cunningham plans to major in
music this fall. He is the son of
Randy and Rebecca Cunningham of
Murray.

The morning of the Fourth of July
begins early when the boy scouts are
cooking.
The annual Freedom Fest O.B.
Boone Memorial Breakfast begins
at 6 a.m. at the First Christian
Church Educational Building, and
Troop 77 will be serving up country
ham, biscuits, gravy, eggs and juice
and milk galore.
The breakfast is named in honor
of Mr. O.B. Boone, who was the
scout master of Troop 77 for 20+
years. The troop committee decided
to have the breakfast at the first
Freedom Fest. According to Doug
Vander Molen, spokesman for the
troop, it tied in nicely with the
parade and all the happenings on the

Tornado figures listed
By The Associated Press
Tornado recovery figures
released Tuesday from the Federal Emergency Management Agency and state Disaster and
Emergency Services field office
in Shepherdsville.
—Estimated assistance to state
and local governments, excluding
schools:
$2.5 million in Bullitt County.
$200,000 in Spencer County.

Federal-Slate Norte News Service June 12, 1916
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Merkel Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Recelpia: Act 315 FaL 311 barrows &
GUts $1.1141 lower SOWS steady • 3•0 lower.
US 1.3 2311-266 lbs._
$34.N-54.54
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Graveside services for Mrs. Clara Nell Rogers Tyler were Tuesday
at 11 a.m. at Foundry Hill Baptist Cemetery in Henry County, Term.
George T. Moody officiated.
Pallbearers were Jackie Fain, Lenith Rogers, Dan Fain, Fred Pogue,
Larry Lamb, and Carroll Martin Rogers. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Tyler, 81, Murray, died Sunday, June 9. 1996, at 6:45 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
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Congratulations
Amos McCarty
s.

for being awarded the

Graduate of Realtor
Institute (GRI) Designation
by the
National Association
of Realtors

N,..
-

From management &. staff of...
S31144-411.14
b411.41111•41.0e
541.11.41.11
011.01-39.141
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KOPRIIIID REALTY

711 Main St.

753-1222

consumer magazine, has all the power and
durability you expect from a Stihl-built tool.
\ With a 2 year consumer
warranty.

4.60%
9 Months 5.26%

182 Days

•14" bar & chain
• 30cc, 1 8ci
The new 017 from Stilt
Incredible price on this new
lightweight saw with remarkable power

$1000
$1000

5.63%

•,X4.2!,!.:4444,
X1,
,

$500

24 Months 5.78% $500
60 Months 6.25% $500

Stihl stop-rated BG72 blower
makes leaf blowing a blast Clean
sidewalks, driveways, decks,
garages, gardens and other hard
to reach places Optional
vac attachment only
$2995

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are
effective
June II, 1996.

49

95"1
SAVE $20

price unchanged

Add,bonal
Information
A violable
Upon Request

Mrs. Clara Nell Rogers Tyler

The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated 11 by a leading

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

The funeral for Mrs. Clinton Rowlett will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. G.T. Moody will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and vocalist. Members of
Lydian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will serve as an
honorary group.
Graveside rites will follow at 1 p.m. Thursday at East Side Cemetery, Martin. Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association.
Mrs. Rowlett, 86, North 14th Street, Murray, widow of Carmi Rowlett, died Monday, June 10, 1996, at 11:24 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She retired in 1975 as assistant professor in the Department of Education, Guidance and Counseling at Murray State University after
teaching there since 1966.
A former state treasurer of Tennessee Counselors and Guidance
Association, she was a member and councilcr of Kappa Delta Pi. She
was a charter member of the Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
teachers' sorority, and a member of Murray Woman's Club, Magazine
Club, Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARE). Kentucky Education
Association, National Education Association, Jackson Purchase Historical Society, and American Museum of Natural History.
Survivors include one son, Wilton Rowlett and wife, Mary, Kenton,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Dennis Rowlett and wife, Cheryl, Mohammad, Ill., and Don Rowleu and wife, Karen, Bedford, Pa.; four greatgrandchildren.

MINIME 11
DEPOSIT

PEKE\ 1.1(.1..
YIELD

12 Months

—Number of people registered
for help with FEMA: 775
—Insured homes: 555
—Inspections to be scheduled:
119
—Tax assistance requests: 649
—Unemployment assistance
requests: 424
—Small Business Administration home loan applications distributed: 667
—SBA business loan applications distributed: 65

,
HOG MARKET

CURR ENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

Fourth.
"Having the breakfast during
Freedom Fest was a great way to
honor Mr. Boone, "Vander Molen
said.
The O.B. Boone Memorial
Breakfast is the main fund-raiser for
the year for Troop 77. The money
that is raised is used for things such
as paying for kids that otherwise
could not afford to go to scout camp.
Ticket prices are $4 for adults and
$3 for children and will be available
at the door or in advance at the
Commerce Center. For more information about the breakfast, contact
Doug Vander Molen at 753-4926 or
Freedom Fest Headquarters at
759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004.

• Hilliard Lyons isas ?narks( maker in this
stook
UNC

Mrs. Clinton Rowlett

Services for hies R. Jackson will be today at 1 p.m. at St. John
Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Norris Mills will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah.
Mr. Jackson, 81, Murray, died Saturday, June 8, 1996, at 3:10 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Rozelle Blanton Jackson, one son, Thomas Wesley
Jackson, one grandson, three sisters and one brother preceded him in
death. Born May 13, 1915, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Ben and Ora Jackson.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Lauretta Ward, Trenton,
Tenn., Mrs. Elizabeth Hudspeth, Saginaw, Mich., and Mrs. Cozzette
Mazique, Houston, Texas; three sons, Otis Johnson, Toledo, Ohio,
Dennis Jackson, Paducah, and James Jackson, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Clara Bramley, Murray; two brothers, Thomas Jackson, Chicago, Ill.,
and Wilton Jackson, Radcliff; 14 grandchildren; 17 greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

sniff.

,

#1 Selling Chain Saw Worldwide

Kroger Money Market Center 767-223S
Maui Office 5th & Main • North Branch 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch 12th & Story • 767-BANK

HILLIARD
LYONS

Chestnut St.
Murray
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Murray Home I Auto

753-2571
753-4110
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CLASSIFIED
mANEE cALL 753-1916
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12i1PiclY Ash
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discounl 3rd Run.
(NJ Acb Mel Run Whhh I 1:107 Pad)
$2 00 per column inch extra for 0)0
Tuesday (Shopping Guido). 020
025
Reader Adl
030
300 per word, $6.00 minimum 040
I st day.tie per word per day for 050
consocultve

each additional
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guido.) 42.00 extra for 190
blind box ads.
370
390
Prepgici
Yard Sale $7.50
400
A $2.00 Fee will be required to make

Lego Notice
Notice
• • Pononois
Cord of !honks
In Miemory

000
070
090
100
110

Lost & Foxla
FARMERS MARKT!
Form Equipment
Livestock &
Poultry & SJpplies

any changes to od offer deadline. 550

010

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Dallasite & Chlaccie
Situation Wonted
Businass Opportunity
insttuction

ANNOUNCIMENIS

Prockice
Feed a Seed

OW
230
250
290

530

REAL ESTATE RINIAl

250 Mobile Homes for Pent
286 Mobil•HOrn• Lots for Pent
Busineu Rantois
300
Want To Pent
310
Aportments For Pent
320
Rooms For Pent
330
Houses For Pent
340
For Pent or Loose
360

Insurance
Exteirminating
Busnaiss Services
Hooting & Cooling
Services Offered

120
130
140
155
160

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trode
Want To BUY
Articles Foi Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings

IRANSPORIATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

165

Antiques

170
150
195
2021
210

Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mochines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

SERVICES

470
480
485

490
495
503
510
520

150

220
240
260

•'•

This is a two-story frame house with 3 bedrooms, 1 bath,large living
room with tire place, dining room, kitchen, utility room, downstairs
with 2 bedrooms and 1 bath upstairs,private well and unattachtd two
bay garage. Property located off Hwy. 121 N. of Murray near
Coldwater. Turn on Hoy Higgins Road. First House on right. Watch
for Dan Miller Auction signs.

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Public Works & Utilities, Water
& Wastewater Division, will accept sealed
bids on chemicals(bulk sodium hydroxide 50% mercury cell grade, chlorine cylinders,
sulfur dioxide and bulk liquid alum). Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
Office,207 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Bids are to be sealed and marked
"Bid - Chemicals". Sealed bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's Office until 1:30
p.m. on Wednesday, June 26, 1996. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any
or all bids.

The City of Murray Public Works & Utilities
will receive sealed bids for concrete and
crushed limestone. Sealed bids are to be
marked "Bid: Concrete & Crushed Limestone" and delivered to the City Clerk's Office
by 1:00 p.m. CST on Wednesday, June 26,
1996.Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's Office located at 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, Sanitation Division,
will receive sealed bids for approximately
2,500 lineal feet of chain link security
fencing. Sealed bids are to be marked "Bid:
Fencing- and delivered to the City Clerk's
Office by 3:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 25,
1996.Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's Office located at 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease

430

Home Loons
Pea Estcre

435

Lake Property

440
450
460

Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

420

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

TEMPO
position
aSSIStan
Coordin
way Co
sect Ex{
with ad
gree at
clerical
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expener
applicat
three let
Vonnie
P 0 Bo;
42071-0
1996

Soie
For Trocie
Pee Colum"
Won tea

• Deadlines are 2 days
fri advance!

Tc

All stored items in
storage units #56,
94, 112, 115, 157
and 186 at Key
Mini Warehouses,
1850 state route
121 South, Murray, Ky 42071,
have been abandoned and if all
charges for storage
units #56, 94, 112,
115, 157 and 186
are not paid in full
on or before Jun*
20, 1996, the Key
Mini Warehouses
will have legal possession of all items
stored in storage
units #56, 94, 112,
115,157 and 186.A
sale date for said
items in storage
units #56, 94, 112,
115, 157 and 186
will be posted at a
later time.

Nodes
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 7153-6961
CLEARANCE SALE!!
Sarnia* eledric sten gss
trimmers, Regularly
8169.00 — Sate $134.00.
Used lawn & garden equipment, MUST 00i Hutson
Ag Eq.. Hwy 458, Mayield.
247-4456

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assetsl
Substanbal penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of Holland Medical
Services, Inc., on or about July 9, 1996.
Holland Medical Services, Inc. operates
offices located in Marion, Madisonville,
Murray and Paducah, Kentucky. The purpose of this survey will be to evaluate the
organization's compliance with nationally
established Joint Commission standards.
The survey results will be used to determine
whether and the conditions under which
accreditation should be awarded.
Joint Commission standards deal with
organizational quality ofcare issues and the
safety of the environment in which care is
provided. Anyone believing that he or she
has pertinent and valid information about
such matters may request a public information interview with the Joint Commission's
field representatives at the time of the
survey. Information presented at the interview will be carefully evaluated for relevance to the accreditation process. Requests
for a public information interview must be
made in writing and should be sent to the
Joint Commission no later than five working
days before the survey begins. The request
must alsoindicate the nature ofthe information to be provided at the interview. Such
requests should be addressed to: Division of
Accreditation Operations, Organization
Liaison,Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations, One Renaissance Boulevard, Oakbrook Terrace, IL
60181.
The Joint Commission will acknowledge
such requests in writing or by telephone and
will inform the organization of the request
for any interview. The organization will, in
turn, notify the interviewee of the date,
time,and place ofthe meeting.This notice is
published in accordance with Joint Commission requirements.

CUSTOM Clean: Will
wash, wax,dean your vehicles intend. Also oil & tube
jobs. For appts call,
502-753-9103. Pickup & rekirn if needed.
FRINGE BENEFITS hair &
nails, on sale now- Acrylic
set, $20. Manicure $10
Pedicure $15. Offering full
kne of hair & nail care
products. 759-1874.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from

Tobacco Workers Needed

College Sports
Marketing

Attention All Youth League
Baseball Players
(T-Ball Through Pony)
Sharpen your skills in hitting, pitching, and fielding!!
Morning sessions, individual or groups of 2-4.
bistruction provided by Preston Weatherly and Brent
Anderson. Both players have played in local youth
Leagues, the Paducah Storm, their respective high
schools, and American Legion.

Mass Call 759-4576
For Rates And Session Availability

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Vs,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to psi youth. best possble rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for CAW 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationv4clo ton hoe:
1-800455-4199

CNA PART TIME CNA,
2p-8p or 5p-9p Britthaven
of Benton has limited openings for the above shifts
Flexible scheduling available. Apply in person at,
Highway 641 S. 8a-4p
Drug Free Workplace
EOE/AAE.
COMBINATION grill cook &
cleaning person Apply at
Wisehart's Grocery, 641
So.
CONSERVATION JOBS
Wildlife positions
$16,000-$35,000/yr. Clerical, Security, Game Warden, Etc. No experience
For into 219-769-8301 Ext
WKY 535. 8am-8pm, SunFn.

Receptionist
Needed
Must have phone
skills, handling daily
receipts, warranty
claims and compuknowledge
ter
Send resume to

Cain's Chrysler,
Jeep & Eagle
Box 1400, N. 641
Murray

Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

FIRE SAFETY ADVISORS. $2150 per month.

MR Tuxedo now has limo-

Company will train. Call
Mon-Thurs, gam-1pm only
615-399-8269.

sine service Lowest rates
in this area. 753-8809.
PSYCHIC READINGS by
Mrs Anne. Tells past, present and future, Advice on
WI affairs of We. Palm iS

tarat card reading also
available. 767-0506. 208 S
12th, Murray.
SUPER Sale- Kids, Kids,
Kids. $4.50 & under- $1.00.
$4.75 & over- Y, price.
Maternity, baby equip, womons jeans/ shirts
$3.00/pr. Across from
Super America. Closed
Mon. 759-4577.

Lost
And Found
FOUND: Beagle or Bassett
mix puppy Mostly black
with some brown and white.
Must have home. Call
759-1386 leave message

CSm

INVITATION TO BID

Pets & Supplies

MasterCard

Sotto

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commotwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Republic Bank & Trust Company,Plaintiff versus Keith Higgins,et. al.,
Defendants.
Notice of Sale
Case No. 95-CI-00079
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the May 24 term thereof 1996,in the above cause,I
shall proceed to conduct an on-site sale(property located offHwy.121
N.of Murray near Coldwater.Turn on Hoy Higgins Road. First house
On right. Watch for Dan Miller Auction signs.) to the highest bidder,
at public auction of the 24th day of June, 1996, at 10:00 a.m. or
thereabout, the following described property, to-with:
A8.700 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray, Kentucky, in March, 1985, located on Highway 121,
approximately 7.5 miles West of the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of
land, said point being located 570.23 feet south of the centerline of
Highways 121 and 13.22feet East ofa #4 rebar set,in the centerline of
Kingins Road;thence,South 7 degrees 14'50" West -300.85 feet with
the centerline of Kingins Road to a point;thence,South 4 degrees 06'
51" East-230.30 feet with the centerline ofsaid road to appoint 20.00
feet East of a #4 rebar set; thence, North 85 degrees 42' 59" West 848.41 feet, passing thru a #4 rebar set at 20.00 feet, with the Hoy
Higgins Property, Deed Book 103, Page 19, to a #4 rebar set at the
Southwest corner ofthe herein described tract ofland: thence, North
3 degrees 23' 11" East -385.61 feet generally along a fence and with
the John Jones East Property Line,Deed Book 145, Card 438,to a #4
rebar set at the northwestcorner of the herein described tract ofland;
thence, North 84 degrees 35'51" East -848.49 feet, passing thru a #4
rebar set at 835.27 feet to the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and
right-of-ways.
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to Keith Owen
Higgins and wife, Patsy Higgins, by deed from Hoy Higgins et ux
dated May 2, 1973, of record in Book 152, Card 1154, and by deed
dated March 14, 1985, of record in Book 166, Card 2058, Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
The real estate shall be sold on a credit of thirty days but with the
priviledge of the purchaser paying cash. If sold on credit, the
purchaser shall execute a good sale bond bearing 12% interest, per
annum from date until paid and fully due and payable in thirty days.
If sold on credit, the Master Commisioner shall retain a lien on the
property until the purchase price, plus interest and costs, are paid in
full. If purchased on acreditor30 days,the purchasers shall post bond
with the Master Commissioner with good and sufficient surety, with
said bond bearing interest from date of sale until paid at the rate of
12% per annum. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

The Murray Public Works & Utilities, Sanitation Division, will accept sealed bids on
gasoline and low sulphur diesel fuel for city
operations. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Sealed bids will
be received at the City Clerk's Office until
3:15 p.m. on Tuesday, June 25, 1996. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or reject any or
all bids.
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported knmediately so corrections can be
made.
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Help
Wanted
$500 TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS. OWN HOURS.
714-502-1520 EXT 1209.
(24 hours).
ARE you looking for an
established company with
growth potential and advancement opportunities?
We currently have management opportunities
available for highly motivated and enthusiastic individuals with 1-5 years experience in restaurant management or other
supervisory fields You will
have the opportunity to
grow with our expanding
company We will train you
to operate and manage a
million dollar business Call
Richard at 759-9885 for an
appointment or send resume with salary history to
Sonic Drive Inn, 137 Gibbs
Store Rd, Murray. Ky

FULL charge Bookkeeper,
experienced with computers, G/L, Payroll, A/R, A/P
Send resume & salary requirements to: P.O.Box
769, Mayfield, KY 42066.
HIRING all shifts. Apply in
person, ask for Manager_
Wendy's, 1111 Chestnut
St, Murray.
I'LL pay you to lose weight.
Get paid to lose up to 30Ibs
in the next 30 days. 100%
Natural, 100% Guaranteed, no exercise required.
Doctor recommended. Call
502-354-9404
INDEPENDENT Living
Specialist. Working with a
non-profit advocacy organization which provides programs and services for people with disabilities in Murray and the surrounding
area. Social service background helpful, but not essential. Full time position.
People with disablilities encouraged to apply. Send
resume by July 5 to Center
for Accessible Living,981 S
Third Street, Suite 102,
Louisville, KY 40203, Attn
Jan Day.
MURRAY Christian
Academy seeking certified
teachers, grades K-7th,
and part time AdministraCall 759-1555 or
tor.
759-1321 for application.
NEED babysitter,
2.30pm-12am for three toddlers, preferably in my
home 435-4104 days
NEEDED, permanent part
time drivers, 6 hours per
day, while in training program Can be full time. CDL
not required, but helpful.
Apply at 607 Poplar,
Murray- Calloway Transit
Authority Equal Opportunity Employer Application
deadline, June 12, 1996

NEW PARTT1MEOPPORTUNITY, Britthaven of Benton is beginning an exciting
new position Geriatric
Care Attendants will be
42071.
able to serve snacks, transport residents to activities,
Murray
ATTENTION
ice water, along with
pass
JOBS'
•POSTAL
to be
$12.68/hr to start, plus ben- other opportunities
our rsidents
efits. Carriers, sorters, involved with 4-6
hours per
we
decks, computer trainees Positionsflexible
scheduling
with
day
For an application and
hours of 7arn
exam information, call between the
opporFantastic
9pm
and
1-219-791-1191, Ext
tunity for summer employP3482.
ment for students or retiAVON- $8-$15/hr No door rees ACT NOW Apply at
to door No mm order Bruthaven of Benton, HighBonuses/b•n•f its way 641 S. M-F 8a to 4p
1-800-8274640 Ind/sIs/ Drug Free Workplace
EOE/AAE
rep

7/15/96 - 10/1)96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$5.75/hr. - cutting/housing. Contact
local State Employment Service Office.

75%
free
cruit
tenci
$6.01
strip
men

Tobacco Workers Needed
7/15/96 - 9/19/96
7/22J96 - 9/15/96
7/22/96 - 9/27/96
7/20/96 - 9/15/96
7/20/96 • 9/27/96
7/20/96 - 9/20/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/
housing. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

75%
free
crui
tenc
$5.'7
stril
men

Tobacco Workers Needed
7/15/96 - 10/15/96
7/15/96 - 10/10/96
7/16/96 - 10/28/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. Contact
local State Employment Service Office.

75%
free
crui
tenc
$6.0
strii
men

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

The

We offer all your tobacco
firing wood needs.

High

appli

June
SCH

coral
Mira

Just Call

16P Wood Products
Order Early
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

HALEY'S

aPP1
tunit
base
man

S

Eon
ope
80'3/

Win Duck
,
.-

4

NO

Rental and Sales

lish

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans Foi Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

trait
Firs

SI

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

4--CARPET & FLOOR COVERINGfr--.
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality

HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Expenence

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim )(NM Sales & Installation Two Ta,4ar
Jay Knight
•
Mitch Knight
Knphrs
Hwy 641 - 1 I/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

Murray

753-7728

Hatt

KY

Wiggins Furniture
641 North On 4 Lane
Across From Memorial Gardens
New load of Berkline recliners, reclining sofas, reclining love seats - just in
time for Father's Day.

Mar
mok
Hou

Sun
Thu
at

If yc
con

amir

The Wall-To-Wall Sale Is On!
With up to 36 months financing
and FREE delivery.
753-4566
Mention this ad and well pay the tax - this week

Check Wiggins Furniture
641 North Across From Memorial Gardens

When Looking For The Finest In
Bedroom Furniture Solid Hardrock
Maple & Oak And All Wood
Bedroom Furniture.
Wide Selection - Good Quality Good Prices
EZ Terms • Free Delivery
(753-4566)
Mention this ad and we'll pay the tax

Matt
in MI
Our V
and
tom
pay
wait'
If yc

060

0140

Ian

two

Help
Wanted

Wanted
SONIC Drive Inn now has
openings for cooks, fountains, and carhops on both
day & night shifts Must be
able to work weekends if
needed Apply vi person at
217 So 12th St No phone
calIs please

THE Peppers Automotive
Group needs • Title Clerk
for our office Prior office
experience with typing and
10 key accuracy a must,
along with prior data entry
experience An attractive
hourly rate along with our
company benefit program
is offered Send resume in
confidence to. Mr L D Vickers, Controller, Peppers
Automotive Group, 2420
East Wood Si, Pans, TN
38242

TEMPORARY, part time
position available for an
assistant to the Program
Coordinator of the Calloway County Literacy Project Experience in working
with adults required Degree and general office/
TRAVEL Agent needed in
clerical skills preferred
Salary negotiable based on the Paducah area Full time
experience Send letter of position Experience preapplication, resume and ferred Send resume to
three letters of reference to Lisa Brown, 3121 Parma
Vonnie Hays, WKEC, Dr, Paducah, KY 42003
P 0 Box 9. Murray, Ky
42071-0009 bhy June 17,
1996

Tobacco Workers Needed
7/15/96 - 12/1/96
7/21/96 - 12/1)96

4

75(7( time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office,

SPEECH- LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST Clinic
Supervisor/ Lecturer Starling Dale August, 1996
Qualifications Master's degree in Speech- Language
Pathology, Eligible for Kentucky ix:ensure in Speech Language Pathology. Certificate of Clinical Competence in Speech- Language
Pathology, Experience in
assessment arid intervention for children with language and phonological
disorders. Instructional
computer literacy $ a candidate strength Responsibilities Supervise or participate in clinical activities
on and off campus,
Academic advising. Undergraduate teaching possible Department, college
and university service expected. Application Deadline. July 1, 1996 TO
APPLY Send letter of application, curriculum vita,
academic transcripts, and
three letters of recommendation to Department of
Special Education,
P.O.Box 9, Murray State
University, Murray KY
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Cad Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings.

.110

*ells
Nom Fos Ile•

Wars
To Buy

Apnoea
For Mat

3BR. 2 bath, cent We,
treated wood deck & steps
16x80, Like new Fleet
wood. Could arrange financing to qualified buyer
Call 759-4117, 759-9187 or
742-4435

CASH pad for good, used
nee*, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, HOUSE Trailer & 2 lots with
Murray
orty wear hookups Just off
highway 280 Call
150
753-4120 aher 5
Articles
REMODELED or use for
For Sale
storage Buy at your price
753-5209
1994 LX 188 JOHN Deere
mower, 17hp. water cool, VERY nice 12x50, $3250
hydro,48'cut, $3500. Bunk 753-6012
beds, $175 480-2296
280
20FT Van type truck bed,
Mobil*
$750 436-2448
Homes For Rent
BLACK poly tool box, fits
full size pickup, $35 2 OR 3BR, gas or electric
436-5679.
central h/a Edge of city
SEE us for your barn or roof limits 753-5209
metal Cut to length.
285
Cover's 36 inches, many
Mobile
colors. Economy Metal &
Home Lots For Pont
Sup* Co 489-2722.
TROYBUILT Horse tiller w/ LARGE country lot, wate
urnished, 200amp mete
Kohler engine & blade.
$575 1985 Nissan truck. pole, 7 miles from Murray
Call 436-5867 leave
good mechanical
message
753-2548.
UPHOLSTERY cushion
machine, $300 3 Spool
serger, $250 Monogram
machine,
$300
502-851-3160

MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo. water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

450

Page

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Wee
Fee San

Wel

Yard Sale
In Basement

MUST sell 2br 1 bath
brick partially furnished,
large corner lots outbuilding Renovated 1988
492-8541 leave message

1978 BUICK Regal, took
rough, runs good $350
492-8764

Thurs., Fit, Sat.
7:00 a.m.• 3:00 p.m
303 N. 6th

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4prn, Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

of trinkets, Tuppeware, pots, pans,
dishes, furniture, gun,
8 track tapes, records
and much more
lots

NICE 2br brick duplex,
Southwood Dr Central h/a,
carport, storage room, yard
maintenance provided No
pets, $450 plus deposit
753-7618
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southsicie Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal

Garage Sale

Housing Opportunity

queen waterbed (motionless). Coleman pop up
camper, motorcycle, helmets, pictures, towers,
lamps, vases, wicker, furni-

ROOM for rent 753-7115

ture & swing

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

28R, appliances, w/d hookup, gas heat, yard maintenance is required 915 A
Coldwater Rd Deposit &
references required No
pets. $400 759-1425 leave
message

Tobacco Workers Needed

SALES ASSOCIATE

Gigantic
Yard Sale

Inside/Outside
Yard Sale

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
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NEW house. Lynn Grove.
3br. 2 bath gas heat & air.
1920sq ft under roof Low
70's 753-9822
PRICE REDUCED Near
MSU, Large 2br, 2 bath
approx 1800 sq ft Formal
dining room, large family
room with fireplace Many
custom features All ap
pliances included Must
see $87.500 753 8191
PRICE REDUCED

Cus

1979 CUTLASS Supreme,
extra/ good, has 305 Choy
engine and 350 turbo transmission Extra low mileage,
good tires, new cooling
au Price $3250 Ph anytime 753-5294 Norehwincis
Trailer Park
1980 CAMARO, fresh motor. trans. rear end & paint
BlauPunkt cass. head disc
changer, Alpine amp, JL,
JBL & Infinity speakers
$3500 753-4976. Work
753-8825

torn

Have a yard sale
and advertise In
the classifieds.

•-•

Care

built, 4br. 2 bath, dou
1982 LINCOLN Town Car.
Thurs. & Fri.
ble garage, brick, central sunroof, good condition
Rain or Shine
heat & air More details, call Day 753 9181. night
7:30-3:00
Bob Perrin at Grey's Prop
7538594
Hwy. 94 W. turn left ' erties, 759-2001 or even 1984
SUNBIRO, red, 2dr,
ings 753-3509
783, 3rd drive on
needs minor motor repair,
RECENTLY renovated $1,000 1989 Grand Prix,
right

NEAR Hazel. Includes
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
trash, water, lawn
is now accepting applications for a full time shop USED metal roofing, $100/mo. 492-8488
position. Experience in 200', good condition. 100
300
construction or electrical is Sheets, take it all for $2/se.
Business
a plus. Applications at 94 753-8809
2BR bock house with carRentals
Spruce
Murray,
St,
Ky
7/16/96 - 12/31/96
port in nice neighborhood,
WOODS RM 306 finishing
mower, 611 wide, new 641 STORAGE available, $500 per month Deposit,
WANTED'
10
People
who
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25 lease, and references
rewant to lose weight & make blades, belt & wheels, Visa &
Mastercard ac- quired 753-4199
free housing to those beyond local re$money$. Join the fastest $850 Tuffline 6ft disk, ex- cepted 753-5585
growing company in the cellent condition, $600.
cruiting area, transportation & subsis2 OR 3BR farm house,
USA promoting health and 1-901-642-8585.
650 SO FT near Courts- central gas heat,
stove &
tence paid when 1/2 contract met.
wealth. Toll free
quare at 500 Maple St in refng turnished,$400/mo, 1
Its
Murray Call 753-8964
1-888-459-8704
$5.75/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. month deposit No pets
Applances
stripping. Contact local State EmployBUILDING on corner lot in 753-2905, 753-7536
WANTED Legal SecretHazel, 305 4th St, 3BR,2 baths, $600/mo,
ary, full time, Monday- Fri- 15 NEW refrigerators
ment Service Office.
defor $400/mo.
day 8 00am to 430pm, ex- sale with dents
492-8149 even- posit & references rein back.
perience preferred, must $450 to $499 Call ings before lOpm
quired 753-4109
HALEY Appraisals Bob
be friendly and outgoing 753-0074
DOWNTOWN upstairs of- 3BR House, appliances Haley, state certified
and able to work well with
759-4218
fice space on Court furnished, 1'4
baths,
public, knowledge of Word160
Square Rent $95 Includes $375/mo 701 Broad
KOPPERUD Realty has
St
Perfect a must, send reHome
utilities 753-1266
7/13/96 - 12/19/96
759-4696
buyers waiting to purchase
sume to Box 1040 M, MurFurnishings
7/19/96 - 12/22/96
homes all price ranges If
LARGE storage facility with
ray, KY 42071
you are thinking of selling7/20/96 - 12/15/96
360
2 SETS of twin bed box good commercial location
WILDLIFE/ springs & mattresses
contact one of our courteFor Rant
Top Coleman RE 753-9898
7/20/96 - 12/20/96
CONSERVATION JOBS. quality, $100
ous and professional
Or Lease
each set
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
NORTHWOOD Storage
Game wardens, security, 759-5384
agents at 753-1222 or stop
CREEKVIEW Self-storage by office at 711 Main St
free housing to those beyond local represently has units avail
maintenance, etc No exp.
necessary. Now Hiring. For 8FT couch with chair, good able
753-2905 or warehouses on Center
cruiting area, transportation & subsisWHY wonder about selling
Drive behind Shoney's
info call 210-794-0010 ext condition and 2 end tables. 753-7536
tence paid when 1/2 contract met.
your Real Estate at auc$20-$40/mo. 759-4081
7159. Sam to lOpm, 7days. 753-5086.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. OFFICE space for lease,
tion? Call Wilson Real Es070
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
stripping. Contact local State Employtate at 753-5086.
380
2011
Domestb
753-8302 or 753-9621
• Pete
ment Service Office.
Sports
Childcare
Equipment
STORAGE Bldg. 30x60
1 &POW
CLEANING houses is my
Located at 4th & Sycamore, 7WK Old,
GUNS,
blue eyed Sibebuy,
sell,
trade
business. Reliable Call
$100/mo 753-8809
rian Husky/ Wolf pups,
436
-5650
Linda
759-9553.
NOTICE OF POSITION OPENING
$125/ea. 759-2137
HANDGUNS, Rifles. Shot- WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft,
2 LOTS with 24430' garThe Murray Board of Education will accept
HOME & Office cleaning.
1'/2
blocks
Courtsqu
oft
are
ADORABLE Toy Red Poo- age, & electric service, loapplications for the following position through
Daily, weekly, spring clean- guns, Quality Leather Hol- in Murray, Ky. at 602-B,
dle puppies Excellent pet cated in Preston Heights,
ing. Ph Valerie, 759-5021. sters, Ammoe & Access. Maple St Call 753-8964.
June 21, 1996. MURRAY ELEMENTARY
stock First shots, $200/ea 500 feet from city limits All
BHB Firearms. 436-2980,
SCHOOL SECRETARY. Applicant must have a
762-4798 or 753-6749
IMMACULATE CLEANunderground city utilities
320
High School diploma or GED,excellent telephone
ING. Thorough and reli- SCUBA gear, BCD, reg,
Apartments
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup- $24,900 753-2339
UW
light.
Ts
Kwon
Do
skills, ability to work with the people, and
able. Home and Office
For Rent
pies
753-7662 or 3 HUGE corner lots in Preequipment, complete with
computer skills.
cleaning. 759-2310.
bag,
adult & childs. 1,2,3130 acts Furnished, 436-5325
ston Heights, 500 feet from
Minority candidates are strongly encouraged to
STATE licensed in home 753-8607 leave message. very nice near MSU. No AKC
Collie pups, 3 In color, city limits. All underground
apply. Murray City Schools is an equal oppordaycare has lull time openpets.
75 3 - 1 25 2 2 male, 1 female Shots & city utilities 753-2339.
tunity employer and does not discriminate on the
ings for ages 18 months- 11 SKI MACHINE Call after 6, days,753-0606 after 5pm.
wormed, $ 100/ea
759-9839.
PRIME building lots, some
bases of race, color, national origin, age, religion.
years Meals will be prow/trees, all underground
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt 753-4545
marital status, sex, or disability.
vided Cheap rates Plenty
210
available now Coleman AKC Lab puppies, 9 Cho- utilities, natural gas. Joins
of activities for children
RE, 753-9896.
489-2050.
colate, 1 Yellow, taking re- Oaks Country Club
Firewood
servatio
ns now Call 753-4010, 435-4226.
1BR Apt, furnished & paid
759-4335
leave message
120
A-FIREWOOD for sale
utilities, No pets. Applica437-4667
tions taken 2-4pm, Thurs & AKC Rottweilers First
450
Fortune 500 Company has immediate
Coeautsrs
Fn. Call 436-2755.
shots & wormed Copy of
FIREWOOD 436-2562
Homes
opening fora sales representative. Spend
BM PS 1 Pro 386, Win1BR, duplex 'iv/gas heat. ancestrial bloodline availFor Sale
80% of your selling time calling on estabable
901-782-3508
dows 3.1 & Epson printer,
Rent/ deposit, $275 412N
220
2YR Old home. 3BR, 2
lished local accounts. Company paid
$300. 753-3133.
5th St. 759-4696
AKC Shelties, all colors, baths, 2 car garage, large
training, complete company benefits.
Waal
1BR, furnished apt, shots & wormed. Champ- corner lot. Lots of extras,
140
First year income $25K+.
bloodline
$110,000 firm Call for ap$200/mo,
plus deposit. No ion
BALDWI
N
Electron
ic
Want
Send Resumes To: Personnel RL
pointment. Serious buyers
pets.
121
N next to fair- 502-382-2696
Grand Piano, MIDI capTo Buy
3354 Perimeter Hill 9210
able Full size keyboard. grounds. 753-3139.
DOG obedience classes or only, please. 753-4761
ANTIQUES by the piece or Never needs tuning. excelNashville, TN 37211
1 OR 2br apts near down- private Serving Murray 14 3BR, 3 bath brick, 2340sq
collections. 753-9433 day lent condition, $1000
years. 436-2858
town
Or Fax To 615-333-9149
ft, 16x16 deck, 5x44 porch
Murray. 753-4109.
or night.
753-5778.
with 16x16 block storage
2BR Duplex, carport, deck, ROTTWEILER puppies,
PIANO FOR SALE. NO appliances, owner occu- shots & wormed. Obedient bldg with electric College
MONEY DOWN! Respon- paned. 1821 Ridgewood. mother 498-8996 after 5. Farm Rd Low $70's
753-8723
sible person needed to take Lease, deposit. No pets,
on a low monthly payment $450/mo. 753-7457.
4 OR 5BR, 2 bath brick
on a beautiful console
410
home, 1 35 acre lot on Do2BR Upstairs, 4 miles on
piano
Call today
Public
ran Road, $139,000
121S, $285/mo, + deposit
1-800-764-3334
753-4547 or 753-2833
No pets. 489-2296.
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
270
5YR
Old 4br, 3 wooded
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
EXTRA nice 2br, 2 bath
Mobile
acres, pond, fruit trees
with garage, appliances
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Homes For Sale
Northwest of Murray
furnished Central gas h/a,
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world -class
489-2671
14x80, 38R,2 bath. $7850
1 year lease, 1month depomolding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
14x52, 2br iv/central air
sit No pets, $550/mo.
BY Owner:Reduced,
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
$4895. 12x65, 3br w/1',4
753-2905 or 753-7536
$97,500 Country FarmSunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
baths. $3795. 437-4465.
house 4br, 2+ bath, studio,
Corner of 1st &
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
FURNISHED 2br apt. No
new central heat & air, 2
14x80, 1987 BUCCA- pets Zimmerma
3rd St. Almo
n Apts
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
acres Owner is Ky, RE
NEER, 31x 2 bath in Fox 753-6609
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
Sal, June 15
Agent 489-2207_
Meadows. Appliances incontact:
cluded. $14,000 Call HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
7 am.-?
Murray Employment Agency
KY now taking applications
759-9947 for appointment
DUPLEX 3br, 2 bath & douCancelled if rains.
You must be 62, hand201 South 12th St.
ble carport 753-7947
1979 SALEM mobile home, icapped,
Something
everyfor
or disabled Rent
Murray, KY 42071
14x70, 3br, 2 bath, $6,000 based
DUPLEX, 3br, double caron income Handone.
502-759-2150
obo Ph 489-2399 after icapped
port 753-5114
accessible Equal
An Equal Opportunity Employer - MiFID/V
6Pm
Housing Opportunity.
FIRST TIME HOME BUY1081 FAIRMONT, 3br, 2 TOO. 1-800-247-2510.
ERS 3BR, 2 bath, central
bath, completely redecor- 527-8574 or 492-8721.
gas heat, fenced yard Call
ated, completely re.
Bob Perrin for more details
HAZEL Apts has available
plumbed. 1144sq ft, w/
Grey's Properties,
2br apt Must be 62. handsmall pool, outbuilding, has
759-2001 or evenmgs
icapped, or disabled Rent
to be moved, $15,000 based
753-3509
on income Equal
Across
from
community
502-382-2568.
Housing Opportunity
center In Dexter.
FIRST time on the market
1985, 14x70 BUCCA- TDDO1-800-247-2510,
Thurs. & Fri.
3BR 2 bath kitchen with
527-8574 Of 492-8721.
NEER, great condition
lots of cabinets & built in
June 13 & 14
PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
767-0310.
desk & dining area Extra
HILLDALE Apts now taking
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
large family room with fire1993 14x70 FLEETWOOD applications for 1,2, & 3br
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
Oak
dresser,
Home Inplace & gas logs Sunroom
2br. 2 full baths. French apts Handicap accessible
our world-class molding operation Thee 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
terior, Avon bottles,
opening to deck, ceding
doors master bedroom, in- Apply at Hilldale Apts office
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
fans new natural gas heat
cludes front deck Must be Monday-Friday, 7 30-3 30
clothes and much more
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
air Landscaped & extra
moved Take over low Equal Housing OpportunRain or Shine
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84. Full benefits are available after a short
lot available
Call
monthly payments Call ity. 437-4113 TDD
waiting period
753-5121
Paul 436 2037 leave 1-800-545-1833 X287
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact
message
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
Murray Employment Agency
bath, 2 story, 4100/. sq ft
1994 16x80, 3br, 2 bath. land Weedy Village, 1br
Lots of extras Walnut ca
shingles, vinyl all ap- apartment, utilities in201 South 12th Street
binets. Conan baths,
pliances, 2 decks on beaut- duded, rent based on inMurray, KY
come.62 & older, or handidecks, gazebo, spnnkler
iful rental lot 759-9600
cap 4 disabled. Equal
system, large game room,
759-2150
2BR, owner will finance Housing Opportunity.
study
An Equal Opportunity Employer - lvt!F D V
753-5940,
Coleman RE 753-9898
502-354-8888
436-5946

Tobacco Workers Needed

490

ellb

.
4

home in Almo 2 to 3br. Ir,
dr, utility with wld hookup,
l's baths, eat in kitchen,
range refrigerator New
200amp electric svc 1994,
new septic tank 1994
Propane heat, window a/c.
double lot, municipal water
753 2604 leave message

2dr. $5200 435-4294
1985 CAD DeViSe, 7Oxxx
miles, loaded $4500 Williams Used Cars, Hazel Ky
492 8898 or 492-8873
1988 CHEV Cavalier, 2dr.
automatic, gray, low mi
triage local 2 owner Call
753 8975

VICTORIAN farmhouse.
new construction on 23 1988 FIREBIRD,
T Tope,
acres. 2000sq ft, 3br. 24
loaded, good tires. 86xxx
baths, Gourmet kitchen, miles $238 per
mo Bad
ceramic ale in kitchen and Credit or No Credit
Most
bathrooms Fireplace, wrap Qualify
around porch with dining
area, plenty of closet 1988 NISSAN Maxima,
space Secluded location 68xxx miles, Sather int
sunroof, excellent cond
only 8 miles east of Murray
18 Acres of lush pasture, Call 753-5472 after 5pm
perfect for horses or cattle
1989 SABLE, leather interBeautiful views A real ior, all power,
74xxx miles,
dream house Asking in the
$5300 759-9118
150's Call 759 2310
1991 FORD Explorer,
Please leave message
white, excellent condition.
58xxx actual miles,
$12.000 obo 753-3004 af470
ter 5pm
Motorcycles

1993 MERCEDES Benz
190E,excellent condition i
owner 753-9544 evenings

1981 HONDA 500 Silvenv13xxx actual miles
Shaft drive, watercooled,
adult ridden, $1000
436-2348

1993 TOYOTA Paseo
54xxx miles, new ores At
ter 4pm 753-7015

1986 YAMAHA Fazer,
700cc, header, carb kit, last
bike,$2000 obo 753-9603

1994 GEO Tracker, soft
top, with aic, 2wd, 16x xx
miles 759 1620

1992 HARLEY FXRS Low
Rider Lots of chrome, all
Harley parts Super sharp
bike 753-2915.

1994 SUNB1F1D red, 4dr,
auto, a/c. am/fm, warranty,
$8500 759 9641

'94 HONDA VFR 750, good
condition, 12xxx miles, lots
of extras, asking $6250
753-d879 or 753-9741

1995 BLACK Mercury Cou
gar, 1 owner, 25xxx, all the
options, NADA wholesale
May consider low price
trade in 753-6275

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger 8c Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

41:0
Call Us Today!

753-1916

WIGGINS FURNITURE
641 North on 4-lane across

from
Memorial Gardens.
Best Prices, Friendly Service, Best Selection
on qualityfurniture,bedding and aeremories
Ask for Sabrina. she will pay the
taxes on your furniture this week.

E-Z Terms • Free Delivery

753-4566
FOR SALE BY OWNER
It's a steal at $78,500 - firm! 1519 square
feet living space, carport, fenced in backyard, 8x15 patio, 40x50 building -15 feet
high (insulated and electric) w/10x30
concrete drive attached on front. Newly
remodeled with hardwood and ceramic
tile floors and new cabinets.
For More Information Call:

753-0074
Whispering Meadows
Subdivision
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641. golf, restaurants, skating rink.
Dale's Auto Repair. close to new Kroger. future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at $12,500!

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

OPEN HOUSE
Waterfront
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, JUME-12;11)96

69 CHEVY 2dr hardtop, '89 CHEVY Auto van
original 396 engine '88 759-4554
Olds Calais '83 Mazda
'94 FORD Aerostar XL,
753-1812
Teal green, gray interior,
'85 MUSTANG LX. 4cyl reptw, 53xxx miles Exbuilt engine, new clutch, tended warranty to 75w
custom wheels, silver, MIMI. $12,500 492-8899
looks and runs good Ask- after 6
ing $1500 759-1861
500
Used
S6 FORD Taurus StationTrucks
wagon, loaded, power win1968 CHEVY, $1500
dows,seats, steenng Lum759-1781
bar cushion, cruise control
leather seats New ores, 1985 KENWORTH con77xxx miles, price $3850 ventional car hauler, w/
CaN 753-0731
headrack, 400 Cat, 9ap
Vans, a/c, walk in sleeper
89 GRAND Am,435-4537
502-753-9480 Contact Do'91 TOYOTA Camry LE, nald Scott
V6, sunroof, CD player,
1988 CHEVY 4x4, % ton,
loaded, $9200 498-8818
Iwb, a/c, auto, 350, new
'93 CHEVY Blazer, 4dr, tires & wheels Call
blue & beige. exc cond 759-1204 after 9pm
759-1987, 436-2065
1489 PAAZDA 4x4, bedBY Owner '87 Sundance, liner, new tires, 14600
$1200 Can be seen at 753-8635
Hatchers Auto Sales. 121
1989 SILVERADO stepS, dunng working hrs Ph
side, maroon, 350, 106xxx
753-4168
highway miles on body,
MUST sell, Mercury Tracer 45xxx highway miles on
1988 Good condition, new motor & transmission
$1300 obo 306 College w/od Nothing needed, 10in
Courts Murray 762-4.446 Ultra rims, $9,000 Need to
sell 753-0548 days,
759-1897 nights

CLASSIFIED

'85 S-15 4x4, '70 Chevy 1
ton, new 350 engine
753-1812

ct,
(ya

Trucking

Used
busks

Services
Offered

87 FORD F-250, 4x4 Must
sell, $6700 435-4286 before 4 753-7036 after 4

CARPET & vinyl installer
Free estimates Residential
Commercial
502 376 2089

19 TOYOTA 4)14 Sap, am/
fill cassette, good oonelibon 82xxx actual miles
$5500 Call 437-4714 after
5Pm

for all your hauling needs call:

510

1977 SOUTHWIND Motor
home 25FT long, selfcontained, generator, roof
air, stove, refrigerator,
sleeps 6 to 8 people Ph
753 9137 if no answer
leave message

Boats
& Motors

1993 SP Sea Doo. New
condition. Cover & trailer.
753-4847.
24FT Pontoon boat '89
model boat & motor Call
after 6, 759-9839
510
Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraywig, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates TIM
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

ABLE- BODIED LABOR
Will mow and trim yards.
Clean gutters and do minor
Let one call citii it all for industrial, commercial orl repairs Great rates Referresidential. Also new construction roofs, even faun
ences 753-2179 Leave
buildings roofs. Alm, single ply and torchdown.
message.
insured.
bonded
and
We ere licensed lit Murray,
ALL around, hauling, junk
All employees are coverecLunder workers comp. If
clean up, cleaning out
you need references we will gladly furnish them
sheds, gutters, tree work.
from Murray and Calloway Co.
Free estimates Joe Lamb
We are ready to serve yoga!
436-2867.

SUMNER ROOFING CO.

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

SIG"
(most cars &

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

light trucks)

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

ASPHALT Driveway Sealing. Free estimates
753-2279.

SHERMAN
TRUCKING

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

Triaxle Dump Hauling • White Rock
Gravel • Sand • Fill Dirt
Lime • Sawdust

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

Truck For Hire Hourly
or By the Load

B & B Septic Tank &
Sower Service. All drains
cleaned 24 Hour Service
502-444-6841

Call Andy or Kim Sherman
502-527-3951 • Benton, KY

•\1111.1111111111111111
ATTENTION

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto-tilled New 60
inch rob-tiller does a terrific
job Call Jonesy 437-4030.

Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Master Plumber
Fro* Estimates
Haw Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement
Licensed

BUSHHOGGING, Grader
blade work (driveways,
yards etc). Yard mowing &
trimming. Free estimates.
753-0912

iri;6e 436-266a I

Tian Spraying

Will

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

502-759-9672
630 N. eoh St. (Neat to Lassiter Heater) • Murray
A DIVISION OP SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

WOODSWITICS

CUSTOM hay cutting & roll6-9pin,
Ph
ing
502-492-8527
or
502-759-4704.

Curtis Smith, Craftsman

CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging.
Gerald Carroll- owner_
502-492-6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. *Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available_ David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

•

PS

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWOMIUNO

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

•

GREENE'S Lawn Care
Yard Maintenance, Landscaping, Cleaning garages
ect Reasonable prices &
excellent quality
354-6621. 474-0107.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad In classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted. No job too small_
Just give us a call.
759-1184.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors. No job too large or
small. ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting. 1-800-636-5262

Call 753-1916
a

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

T.L.C. Mobile Car Wash &
Wax. We come to youl Call
Rick & Sherri Wilson for
details. 753-3557,

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

TOMS WINDOWS. Cleaning, Res. Commercial.
436-5389.

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mo- R & R ELECTRIC. Mobile
bile homes, brick & vinyl home hookup, new conBuildings. RV's, sidewalks. struction, rewiring, trouble
Free estimates. 753-6490. shooting & repairs. Free
estimates, fast service. Cal
LICENSED for electric and anytime
Murray,
gas 753-7203
762-0001.
MB GENERAL CON- SEAMLESS gutters inSTRUCTION & MAINTE- stalled, residential or comNANCE: carpentry, paint- mercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
ing, electrical, siding, other 753-6433.
maint.
apt.
&
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump

PATTERSON'S Landscaping Services. 436-5918

M7771111

rrrinrillra--

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount/
LEE'S CARPET CLEANSenior Citizens. Mowing &
ING. 25yrs Experience.
Yard Maintenance.
Free estimates. 753-5827/
474-0107.
753-5883.

PAINTING, interior, exterior. Roofing, home repairs,
cleaning. Free estimates_
436-5032.

For Details

i Classifieds
, HELLO TO GOOD BUYS i'f;_Tle

LAWN mowing and trimming 759-9620.

MULCH,delivered Murray
436-5560

Sarah McNeary of Murray is the
recipient of a Music Achievement
Scholarship, Music Department
Scholarship and a Housing Scholarship from Murray State University.
The Music Achievement Scholarship
Is awarded based on outstanding
accomplishments in the area of
music. McNeary is a 1996 graduate of
Murray High School and plans to
major In vocal music. She is the
daughter of Paul and Sue McNeary.
While In high school she was vicepresident of the chorus and the
Spanish Club and was a member of
the jazz, pep, concert and marching
bands, Ali-State, Quad-State and
All-District Choirs. She competed on
the speech team, softball and track
teams. McNeary was also active in
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
TM-Alpha and was a Postponing
Sexual Involvement Teen Leader.
McNeary volunteered for the Meals
on Wheels program and was a
featured playwright in the Western
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival. She
was also on the swim team and is a
member of the Youth Group at
Christian Community Church. She
was also voted "Most Talented" by
her graduating class.

4011 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Beshind Bunny Broad)
751-S040

GRASS mowing and lawn
care. Free Estimates. In
town or county and lake
area. Call 759-9577.

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269.

Egiiparant

Custom
CABINETS
a WOODWORKING
Build To Your Specifications!

COLSON Roofing All work
guaranteed for 1 year We
are licensed Phone call is
FREE 559-3694

1990 18FT Phantom bass
Call
boat, $8500
767-0310

MUMMY BP

O2'$3G 5744
1-1400-54H Fre,Estimates IMISSUMNIR
Tree Traseelegy
14 lir. Seneca
oineei A open
"
Tree Reaseved
Gutter Cbinieu &
$art* Removal
IlY
Mukh taming
Claws. &erase
Tim Log
Lis& Haalao Eric.
Landscaping
Hedge Traiwrshig
Full Lae al

.COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

52n

1400-270-0479 or 502-235-5979(r1mmarb

Tree Service

CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

Campers

A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming.
Free Estimates. Mark
Lamb. 436-5791,
436-2528.

753-5543

mb Brothers

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes /Of
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Al Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980_
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

Whiterock • Gravel • Sand
Fill Dirt • Washed Rock

t

MSU scholarships awarded

S30

1'45

Used
Cu.

Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience,free estimates. 753-2592.
W & B HOME MAINTENANCE. Residential
Clearing. Home Maintenance & Lawn care service.
Free estimates within 100
mi. Discounts Toll tree
1-888-534-8248.
WELDING: Portable,
sticks*, MIG, heli-arc, brazing. Mild mete, stainless,
aluminum and cart iron
Call David at 436-5638.

•

a
Neely Green of Murray Is the recipient of a University Scholarship
and an Achievement Scholarship
from Murray State University. The
University Scholarship is renewable
for up to four years provided specific
academic requirements are met. The
Achievement
Scholarship
is
awarded based on outstanding accomplishments. University scholars
are eligible to participate In the
prestigious Honors Program at Murray State. Green is a 1996 graduate
of Murray High School and plans to
major in pre-medicine. She is the
daughter of James H. Jr., and Martha
Green. While in high school she was
a member of the National Honor
Society, marching band and the
Spanish Club.
She participates
regularly in activities of her church
and has been Involved with several
mission teams.

WILL do bushhogging in
Coldwater, IGritsey, Stella,
Lynn Grove, Farmington
areas. Cal 489-2300.
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 759-1799
WOODEN fences & decks.
Custom design & construc:
lion. Free estimates
753-9587.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530

•
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Alyson McNutt of Murray Is the
recipient of a University Scholarship,
John W. Carr Scholarship, and
FREE puppies. Australian Achievement Scholarship and a JenSheppard & Dalmatian mix. nings Award from Murray State Uni753-3785 after 6
versity. The University Scholarship
FREE puppies, mixed. Is renewable for up to four years and
436-5845
the Carr Scholarship for a second
year provided specific academic requirements are met. The Achievement Scholarship is awarded based
on outstanding accomplishments.
University scholars are eligible to
participate in the prestigious Honors
Program at Murray State. McNutt is a
1996 graduate of Murray High School
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
and Is the daughter of Ronnie Nuel
and Deborah Elizabeth McNutt.
Monday-Friday
While in high school she was a
8 am.-11 am.
member of the color guard, concert,
pep, jazz and marching bands, AnSaturday
District band, UT-Martin Honors

FREE 2 Pot Belly Pigs, 1
male, 1 female. 474-8057.

4*

Classifieds
Office
Open

•

Band, Quad-State band, All-State
Band, choir and the first district
choir. McNutt was also a member of
the Student Council, National Honor
Society, editor-in-chief of the Black &
Gold and editor of school literary
magazine The Odyssey. She was a
member of the National Forensic
League, vice-president of the
Academic Team and the Spanish
Club and social chairman for TrAlpha. McNutt was a participant in
the Duke University Talent Identification Program, invited to the National
Leadership and Journalism Conference, selected to participate in the
Kentucky Youth Association Conference and was named in Who's Who
Among American High School Students. She has participated In
church mission activities and volunteered at the community hospital.

•

Sabrina Danielle Glover of Murray is
the recipient of a John W. Carr
Scholarship and an Achievement
Scholarship from Murray State University. Named for Murray State's
first president, the Carr Scholarship
is awarded to students who have
demonstrated superior leadership
abilities while In high school. It is
renewable for a second year provided specific academic requirements are met. The Achievement
Scholarship is awarded based on
outstanding accomplishments.
Glover is a 1996 graduate of Murray
High School and plans to major in
accounting. She is the daughter of
Daniel Lynn Glover and Jerilyn Kay
Glover, both of Murray. While in high
school she was secretary of her
class, captain of the varsity cheerleading squad, president of Tr Alpha and the Future Homemakers
of America, editor of the yearbook
and a member of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, National Honor
Society, Spanish Club and the math
team. Glover was voted Prom
Queen, Best All-Around and class
favorite by her graduating class,
member of the homecoming court
and the KAPOS Region I Academic
Squad, recipient of the United States
Cheerleader Achievement Award,
the Lulu Young Award and was
named in Who's Who Among American High School Students. She Is a
member of the First Baptist Church
and was involved In gymnastics for
several years.
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Students
among 131
winners
Local Students were among 131
other state and regional winners
from Kentucky Tech Schools and
private industry in the areas of
outstanding program, individual
merit, new teacher institute, out-'
administrative
staff
standing
achievement,outstanding organization and outstanding student
achievement.
Workforce Development Secretary Rodney Cain called the state and
regional winners "the finest in the
system."
"This group represents our most
outstanding teachers, programs,
students, administrators and supporters," Cain said. "While we
honor them with this recognition
today, they honor us everyday with
the hard work and commitment to
technical education they demonstrate."
Kentucky Tech's regions make
up to three nominations in each
'category, from which the statewide
winners are chosen. Nominees are
evaluated by three-member panels
based on a written application. In
addition, the Teacher of the Year
nominees are interviewed by panel
members.
The New Teacher Institute award
went to Virginia Webb Schwettman, Food Technology, Kentucky
Tech-Murray/Calloway
County
Area Technology Center.
The Outstanding Postsecondary
Student Achievement award went to
Doug Holt,Practical Nursing, Kentucky
Tech-Murray/Calloway
County Area Technology Center.
The Outstanding Staff Achievement (Noncertified) award went to
Glenda Kelly Rowlett, secretary
chief, Kentucky Tech-Murray/Calloway County Area Technology
Center.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
.11•1
,

Ten years ago
Kentucky Governor Martha
Layne Collins has announced that
Calloway County has received
arts grant funds totaling $16,750
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
a division of the Kentucky
Department for the Arts.
Pictured are the five 1986
Crown Victoria police cruisers
recently purchased by the city for
the Murray Polic Department.
Mitch Ryan, David Crouch,
Kisen Nathu and Mark Stockton,
kindergarten students of Mary
Gail Johnson, showed some of
their works at a meeting of Murray Board of Education.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King were
married 60 years April 10.
Twenty years ago
Tentative bid-letting dates for
the four-laning of U.S. Highway
641 between Murray and Benton
were revealed June 11 by District
Highway Engineer Robert
Hodges.
Kenneth Paschall and Kathy
Black, Calloway County 4-H
members are pictured at the 21st
annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference at Fontana Village, N.C.
Lisa Winter, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Winters and
senior at Murray High School,
has been chosen Music
Sweetheart of 1976 by the Murray High School Choral
Department.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Caldwell,
April 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Poole, May 27.

Thirty years ago
By The Associated Press
"This year's Charity Ball was
Today in History
hailed as a success and has turned
Today is Wednesday, June 12, the 164th day of 1996. There are 202
out to be the outstanding social days left in the
year.
event of the year," from column,
Today's Highlight in History:
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
On June 12, 1939, the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
by James C. Williams, publisher. was dedicated in Cooperstown, N.Y., on
the 100th anniversary of the
PE-2 Roy Gene Dunn is now day Abner Doubleday supposedly invented
the sport.
serving in Frankfurt, Germany.
On this date:
His wife is the former Cecilia
In 1665, England installed a municipal government in New York,
Caviu.
formerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam.
Patsy Darlene Hendon and SteIn 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt a
phen J. Tricarico were married Bill of Rights.
May 31 at the home of her
In 1838, the Iowa Territory was organized.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.
In 1898, Philippine nationalists declared independence from Spain.
Hendon.
In 1937, the Soviet Union executed eight army leaders as a purge
The Rev. John Redden is pas- under Josef Stalin continued.
tor of Spring Creek Baptist
In 1963, civil rights leader Medgar Evers was fatally shot in front
Church.
of his home in Jackson, Miss.
Forty years ago
In 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down state laws prohibiting
Applications for natural gas interracial marriages.
service in Murray will be taken
In 1971, Tricia Nixon and Edward F. Cox were married in the
this week by members of Murray White House Rose Garden.
Rotary Club.
In 1979, 26-year-old cyclist Bryan Allen flew the man-powered
Frances Perry of Murray Train- Gossamer Albatross across the English Channel.
ing School Chapter of Future
In 1981, major-league baseball players began a 49-day strike over
Homemakers of America was the issue of free-agent compensation.(The season did not
resume until
elected as secretary of Kentucky
August 10.)
FHA at the meeting at Eastern
In 1987, President Reagan publicly challenged Soviet leader MikState College, Richmond. Among
hail S. Gorbachev to "tear down" the Berlin Wall.
those attending the state meeting
In 1994, Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman were slashed
were Perry, Wilma Boyd, and
to death outside her Los Angeles home; 0.J. Simpson was later
Paula Blalock, members, Inez acquitted of the killings.
Haille, advisor, Murray Training;
Ten years ago: South Africa declared a national state of emergency,
Bobbie Lee Kelso and Janice
giving virtually unlimited power to security forces and -severely
Armstrong, members, Bess Kerrestricting news coverage of unrest.
lick, advisor, from Lynn Grove
Five years ago: Russians went to the polls to elect Boris N. Yeltsin
High School; Barbara Washer
president of their republic. The Mount Pinatubo volcano in the Philipand Kay Tucker, members, Genepines began erupting. The Chicago Bulls won their first NBA champva Brownfield, adivisor, Kirksey
ionship, defeating the Los Angeles Lakers four games to one.
High School; Ann and Gayle
Thought for Today: "It is easier to love humanity as a whole than
Douglass, members, Myrtle Douto love one's neighbor." — Eric Hoffer, American philosopher
glass, mother, Murray High
(1902-1983).
School.

DEAR ABBY: My loving, vibrant
68-year-old mother suffered a masssive stroke in January. When the
doctor told us there was nothing
they could do, we told him and the
emergency room staff that she
wanted to be an organ donor. When
Mother was alive, she frequently
stressed how much it would mean
to her to help others in this way.
As Mother lingered in a coma in
the intensive care unit, her nurse
called us, suggesting we return to
the hospital to say our final goodbyes. Her blood pressure was falling
quickly and death could be imminent.
• When we arrived, I asked the
attending nurse how the organ
donation process works. He stared
at me blankly and was surprised to
hear Mother was an organ donor.
They immediately started administering medication to sustain her
organs.
I'm grateful I spoke up before
she passed away and her organs
were no longer viable.
Thankfully, five people benefited
from her liver, corneas and kidneys.
Her heart and lungs are being used
for medical studies.
The local organ bank told me
that this is a common oversight in
hospitals, and one they are trying
hard to remedy with hospital staff
members.
I hope others learn from my
experience and make sure that
organ donation is carried out for
their loved ones. It takes more than
just checking the organ donor box
on your driver's license to ensure
the gift of life to others.
KERRY ZICICERT,
CLARENDON HILLS,ILL.

wanting to alert families of
prospective organ donors about
your experience. Although the
number of potential organ
donors remains about the same,
the demand for organs continues to grow.
It's a tragedy when organs,
which can mean the difference
between life and death, are lost
because of a lack of communication between families and
health-care professionals.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Arthur," and I have been married 3
1/2 years and have a 1-year-old
daughter.
My problem may seem minor,
but it is extremely frustrating.
Every night after dinner, Arthur
lies down on the couch to watch
television. He then falls asleep.
About 2 or 3 a.m. he comes upstairs
and crawls into bed with Inc. Abby,
we never cuddle or fall asleep
together. I'm very hurt that we
don't spend any time alone at the
end of the day like most married
couples.
I have discussed my feelings
with Arthur many times. He understands that it upsets me but says he
can't go to bed as early as I do. He
says he really enjoys watching TV
and the "dozing off" feeling is relaxing for him. I'm at the point of
wanting to lock him out of the bedroom so he can watch TV and sleep
on the couch all night. What do you
advise?
SLEEPING ALONE
IN MINNESOTA

DEAR SLEEPING ALONE:
Buy a small television set for
the bedroom, with earphones
for Arthur. Get yourself some
DAILY COMICS
earplugs and a sleep mask, if
necessary. Then Arthur can
BLOND*:
enjoy dozing off in front of the
TV, and you will have him in
bed next to you.
If he objects to this solution,
West dealer.
with the size of the diamond West
East-West vulnerable.
returned at trick three. He chose the television may not be the only
NORTH
three, a suit-preference signal re- problem in your marriage. Con•AQJ
questing a club return from East sider counseling.
•K6
after he ruffed.
•Q104
South intercepted the signal — as
+QJ853
West intended him to — so when
WEST
EAST
East nextreturned the seven ofclubs,
•K 83
+1097642 South rushed up with the ace, cer- By Peter H. Gott,
M.D.
✓ 10 5
IP 32
tain that West had the king. West
• A K 96 3
further reinforced declarer's false
•85
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is it about
41062
+K97
impression by signaling with the ten aspirin that causes stomach ulcers
SOUTH
on the ace.
when used over a long period of time
CATHN'
+5
As West hoped,South concluded or in doses of 4,000 mg per day? What
•AQJ9874
that West could not possibly have does enteric-coated aspirin do to the
.0
MM4011
SIMPLE. FOR THE PARTS Of TIE BON --I MEN '40U ACO UR WHITT
MERE COsIPARISON)
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Price Includes:
-Wall to Wall Cape
-Stove
-Refrigerator
-Snack Bar
-Delivery -Set Up
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